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Sammanfattning
Detta utvecklingsprojekt är ett examensarbete på kandidatnivå som avslutar
utbildningsprogrammet ”Utvecklingsteknik” på Blekinge Tekniska Högskola.
Utvecklingsprojektet är utfört i samarbete med Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB
i Torsås som konstruerar och tillverkar grenrör, katalysatorer, ljuddämpare
och hela avgassystem.
Uppgiften var att finna ett nytt lösningskoncept för sammankoppling av rör
och flänsar för grenrör. Konceptet som Faurecia har för sina grenrör idag är
baserade på att rören svetsas fast i en fläns.
Produktutvecklingsmodellen som använts är framtagen av Fredy Olsson. För
projektet har delarna ”Principkonstruktion” och ”Primärkonstruktion”
använts.
Under principkonstruktionen gjordes en produktundersökning och kriterier
som skulle infrias av de kommande lösningsförslagen ställdes upp. Ett antal
lösningsförslag togs fram och utvärderades av projektdeltagarna i samarbete
med handledarna på Faurecia. Under primärkonstruktionen utarbetades de
förslag som fördes vidare, bland annat med hjälp av CAD.
Tre lösningskoncept blev resultatet utav detta examensarbete. De tre
lösningskoncepten innehåller alla ändformade rör som utgör tätningsytan mot
motorn. Det som skiljer dem åt är flänsen som är uppbyggd på olika sätt.
Nyckelord:
Utvecklingsprojekt, Examensarbete, Grenrör, Fläns, Rör, Ändformning,
Svetslös.
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Abstract
This development project is a bachelor’s degree thesis work that will conclude
the education program ”Development Technology” at Blekinge Institute of
Technology. The development project has been done in cooperation with
Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB in Torsås that constructs and manufactures
manifolds, catalytic converters, mufflers and whole exhaust systems.
The task with this project was to find a new solution concept for the
connection of pipes into flanges in manifolds. The concept that Faurecia uses
today for their manifolds is based on welding the pipes into place in the
flange.
The product development model that is used in this project is written by Fredy
Olsson. For this project have the parts ”Principal construction” and ”Primary
construction” been used.
During the principal construction has a product definition been made and the
criterions that should be satisfied by the following solution concept was
determined. Several solutions were designed and evaluated by the project
members and in cooperation with the supervisors at Faurecia. The solutions
that were subject for further development were prepared during the primary
construction with for example CAD.
Three solution concepts were the result from this thesis work. All of the
solution concepts contain end shaped pipes that provides the sealing area
against the engine. The main difference between them is that the flange is
designed in different ways.
Keywords:
Development project, Thesis work, Manifold, Flange, Pipe, End shaping,
Weldless.
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Notations
a

Angle

λ

Rise angle

µ

Friction coefficient

F

Force

M

Torque

R

Radius of friction

r

Radius

s

Rise

Index
n

Profile

m

Means

pe

Pipe end flange

s

Profile

tot

Total

w

Whole flange

Shortenings
ADAMS Automatic Dynamic Analyses of Mechanical Systems
BCC

Base Centre Cubic

CAD

Computer Aided Design

CAM

Computer Aided Manufacturing

ED

Economic Demands

EGR

Exhaust Gas Recirculation

FEM

Finite Element Method

TD

Technical Demands
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Units
°C

Degree Celsius

GNm-2

Modulus of elasticity

kN

Kilo Newton

Mgm-3

Density

MNm-2

Yield strength

MPa

Mega Pascal

Nm

Newton meter
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1

Introduction

All cars, buses and trucks with combustion engines have a welded or cast
manifold. The manifold is mounted on the engine and is the first part of the
exhaust system. Exhaust fumes from all cylinders in the engine are brought
together in the manifold. The fumes go through the manifold to the rest of the
exhaust system with catalytic converter, muffler(s) and pipes. The welded
manifold often consists of pipes and flanges, were the pipes are connected to
the flanges with weld seams.
Is it possible to manufacture a manifold without welding the flange
connections? This is the main question that will be treated and examined in
this thesis work.
When construction and design work is performed the Ford I4 engine with
present welded manifold will be used as reference. This means that the final
prepared solution in this project fits the I4 engine but the solution must be
general and compatible with all engines.

1.1

Background

Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB in Torsås would save a lot of money if another
way to manufacture manifold s can be found. If they can reach this goal the
company can be more competitive against other suppliers of manifolds to the
automotive industry.
When pipes are welded into flanges as today at Faurecia several negative
effects occur. The welding process is expensive due to high technology
welding robots and time consumption. The pipe and flange are exposed to
large thermal stresses that are applied when welding. This stresses weakens
the materials. Welding defects can occur when welding, some of the defects
can take shape of small pieces of material, weld spatter, that can get loose and
end up destroying the catalytic converter. Other defects can occur in the
welding seam and they must be repaired manually. However, the manifold
should not be manufactured by casting, because the high temperatures in
present combus tion engines demand more expensive and high quality
materials that causes problem when casting.
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1.2

Purpose and aim with the project

The purpose with this project is to enter deeply into practical knowledge
about product development from id ea to prototype. The project will be done
in co-operation with an industrial company so the students will get insight of
how product development is carried out in a company. The environment
demands for the manufacturing and elimination of the product must be
treated.
The aim with this project is to come up with a theoretical solution concept for
the flange connection in the manifold, both rear and front flange, and if
possible also a prototype. The solution concept must be possible to
manufacture. Because of the time limits of the project the solution concept
can’t be finally prepared in primary construction.

1.3

Method

This product development project has been done with guidance of Fredy
Olsson’s integrated product development model which the books
“Principkonstruktion” [1] and “Primärkonstruktion” [2] contains. These two
books contain the parts of the model that are used for construction of principal
solutions and construction of primary solutions. The goal with the first part is
to find a principal product solution based on a need. The goal with the second
part is to accomplish a primary, preliminary useable product.
The time for the project has been planned with a Gantt schedule, see appendix
A. This schedule is one of a few different schedules presented in Fredy
Olsson’s model. [1]

1.4

Structure of the thesis

This thesis work is divided in two parts. The first part, principal construction,
contains a search to find a principal product solution based on a need. The
second part, primary construction, is to accomplish a primary, preliminary
useable product based on the results from the principal construction part.
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1.5

Discussion about the results

This project has ended up in three different solution concepts. A further
development of the m is necessary to assure their total fulfilment of the
criterions and their technical function. There are strong believes that the
solutions will perform the task perfectly.
The end shape of the pipe is the same for all three solutions. The difference
between the solutions is the flange. The flanges demands different
manufacturing methods.
The predetermined purpose and aim with this project is achieved with the
three solutions. The solution concepts demands more work with
manufacturing processes and probably prototype testing before a total
evaluation can be done.

1.6

Presentation of group members

The group consists of five students, three from Sweden (BTH), one from
France (EIGSI) and one from Spain (UPV). Mattias Andersson, Henrik
Jonsson and Stefan Löfqvist studies at Blekinge Institute of Technology and
this project is their thesis work to finish the Bachelor of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering. Remi Maigne comes from France and studies
Industrial Systems at Ecole d’Ingénieurs en Génie des Systémes Industriels.
Unai Bravo comes from Spain and studies Industrial Mechanics Engineering
at the University of the Basque Country. They are involved in this project
thanks to European programs Socrates and Erasmus as a 4-5 months training
period and for taking courses. The role assignment for Re mi Magine and Unai
Bravo is to be a resource in the project.

1.7

Presentation of Blekinge Institute of Technology

The school was founded in 1989 and has a clear profile in applied information
technology, social and commercial development. Here are some of Sweden’s
premier educations and research within the subject information technology.
The technology constitutes only half of the activity, other areas is architecture,
humanities, health sciences, economy and social sciences.
15

The Institute has a good co-operation with the business and commerce. This
leads to the unique environment, which continues to simulate the development
of new companies. BTH is divided on three locations within one hour travel
time: campus Gräsvik, see picture 1.1, and Annebo in Karlskrona, Soft Center
in Ronneby and campus Karlshamn in Karlshamn.
Approximately 5000 individual students (converted to full-time students;
3200) is study in the Institute.

Picture 1.1. Campus Gräsvik, building dedicated the Section of Technology.

1.7.1 General Information
•
•
•

1989, the Institute was founded.
1999, the Institute gained the right to run Ph.D. programs in
technology.
1999, the Institute merged with The Baltic International School of
Public Health.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

2000, the Institute was re- named Blekinge Institute of Technolo gy.
5000 individual students (converted to full-time; 3200), 45% women.
480 employees.
Approximately 40 programs.
Approximately 250 courses.
15 master programs.

1.7.2 The Section of Technology
The section is divided into five departments:
• Department of Mathema tics and Natural science.
• Department of Software science and Computer science.
• Department of Telecommunications and signal processing.
• Department of Work Practice Laboratory.
• Department of Mechanical Engineering.
The Department for Mechanical Engineering carries out education and
research in the area of mechanical engineering. The Department offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor’s degree in Development Technology.
Bachelor’s degree in Virtual Product Development and Design.
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering with emp hasis on
Structural Mechanics.
Master of Strategic leadership towards sustainability.
Master Engineering in Mechanics.
Vocational technical training in Product Development.
Vocational technical training in Construction and Production.

The department has access to a CAD/CAM software called I-DEAS ®
primarily used in the industry. This software has a large number of available
possibilities: designing, drafting, simulating, testing, and manufacturing. Thus
permit the development of a close co-operation with industry and regional
organisations during the thesis projects. Other software that are available at
the department is MSC.ADAMS and 3D Studio Max™. MSC.ADAMS is
used for testing and simulating dynamic system. 3D Studio Max™ is used for
virtual presentations of constructions.
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1.8

Presentation of Ecole d’Ingénieurs en Génie des
Systèmes Industriels

1.8.1 History
EIGSI is the daughter of EEMI most known as violet school. The old alumni
engineers association of EEMI (school of electricity and mechanical
engineering) conceived in the middle of the eighties the project of a new
school of engineers. EIGSI results thus from the EEMI, itself created in Paris
in 1902 and having formed more than 6000 engineers, until 1983.To
concretize its project, Association finds in Charente-Maritime the local
community interested by the establishment of such a school to support the
economic development. The Department of Charente-Maritime and the
SIVOM of Larochelle (that became since the Community of Cities of
Larochelle) has been joined by the Poitou-Charentes region and approved by
the large regional companies. November 18, 1989, together, they create the
Association of management of the School (publication with J.O. on December
20, 1989). From Paris to Larochelle, the will of the alumni and the
determination of the local political powers carry out to the birth of EIGSI.
EIGSI opens its doors with its first students in October 1990: they take
possession of 12000 m2 buildings profiting from equipment of point, and
ideally located at the heart of the university pole. Today, Association changed
statute to become “the Association of the engineers’ violet-EEMI-EIGSI”.

1.8.2 The environment
The School is located in La Rochelle on the Atlantic coast, see picture 1.2,
about 500km from Paris. The university campus counts 8000 students and
EIGSI about 500.
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Picture 1.2. EIGSI located in La Rochelle.

1.8.3 Education
Teaching poles:
• The pole "Sciences fundamental and of the engineer" gathers the
disciplines taught in mathematics, physics, chemistry and in
"engineering"
• The pole "Technology industrial" gathers the disciplines taught in
mechanical engineering, materials, energetic as well as the disciplines
taught in automatic genius and electric genius.
• Data-processing pole the "networks, telecoms, multimedia" gather the
disciplines taught in data processing general and industrial, networks,
multi- media, telecoms.
• The pole "Manage ment industrial" gathers the disciplines taught in
project management, computer- integrated manufacturing and logistics.
- the pole "Training courses and framed missions" gathers the whole
of the periods of training: training course discovered of company,
training course technician, training course "mission" and technical
study, industrial project and training course engineer.
• The pole "Management financial, (e)- management, marketing,
communication" gathers the disciplines taught in social sciences and
of management: economy and legal environment of the company,
control management, analyze financial, marketing, communication...
• The "International" pole ensures the coordination of the lesson in
living languages and the follow-up of the training courses international
in particular of the Socrates training courses and the management of
the purses to international (Leonardo), the follow- up of the
19

partnerships with the schools and universities abroad and ensures the
reception, the organization of the stays of students, professors visitors
and partners foreign.
• The pole "Double diplomas and continuation of studies" coordinates
the integration of the young graduates in the dies of third cycles,
proposed by the school or other educational establishments higher:
masters, DRT, DESS, DEA...
The other poles:
• The pole "Research" gathers the activities developed by the research
orientations of the school and coordinates the training activities to
research and by research.
• The pole "Life campus" provides the interface between the students
and the various teams of the school and coordinates the taking into
account of the lesson and activities of environment DAC
(Development of the Aptitudes Frameworks).
• The pole "Technical aid" ensures the preparation and the maintenance
of the material used for the lesson of practical the work type, studies,
missions and projects framed. It also constitutes a relay for all internal
technical work.
• The pole "Admission - employment" coordinates the operations of
recruitment of the school as well as the accompaniment and the
follow-up of the young graduates in their search for employment, in
collaboration with Association Purple-EEMI-EIGSI.

1.9

Presentation of Escuela Universitaria Politécnica

1.9.1 The school
The University of the Basque Country/Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea
(UPV/EHU) is the Public University from the Autonomous Community of the
Basque Country, see picture 1.3. The University College of Technical
Industrial Engineering was created in 1952 and integrated in the UPV/EHU
(University of Basque the Country) in 1978. The UPV/EHU has three
campuses; each named after the Basque province in which it is located:
Campus of Alava: Capital Vitoria-Gazteiz
Campus of Vizcaya: Capital Bilbao-Bilbo
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Campus of Guipuzcoa: Capital San Sebastian-Donostia.

Picture 1.3. Escuela Universitaria Politécnica.

1.9.2 The geographic place
The School is located in San Sebastian, see picture 1.4, which is the capital of
Guipuzkoa. It is located in the north part of Spain, in the Cantabric coast.

Picture 1.4. San Sebastián.

1.9.3 The history
The school was founded in 1968 as the “Universidad de Bilbao”, the
UPV/EHU was reorganised under its present name in 1980, incorporating
centres of higher education in the provinces of Alava and Guipuzcoa. Over
67.000 students are currently enrolled in the UPV-EHU, 4.500 of them
postgraduate students. There are 3.500 teaching staff and 970 administrative
staff. Nowadays, the UPV/EHU is one of the first universities in Spain.
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1.9.4 The education
Four diplomas are given by the San Sebastian College of Technical
Industrial Engineering:
• Technical Industrial Engineer: Electricity
• Technical Industrial Engineer: Electronics
• Technical Industrial Engineer: Mechanics
• Technical Industrial Engineer: Chemistry
In a near future, the college will extend the number of diplomas.
The UPV/EHU is a University that serves a bilingual society. The Basque
language, Euskera, the only pre-Indo- European language still alive in Europe,
has throughout its history, identified the Basque country today. Although
most courses are offered in Spanish, many Faculties and Colleges also offer
courses in Euskera.

1.10 Presentation of Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB
1.10.1 Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB
Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB is a manufacturer for complete exhaust
systems, manifolds, mufflers and catalytic converters for the vehicle industry,
see picture 1.5.

Picture 1.5. Muffler and tubular manifold. [3]
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1.10.2 Company information
Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB is a leading worldwide developer and
manufacturer of complete exhaust systems, manifolds, mufflers and catalytic
converters for the vehicle industry with facilities in USA, Sweden, South
Africa and the Netherlands.
Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB is located in Torsås, Sweden, see figure 1.6,
with 530 employees and a turnover of over 1.000 M SEK. 90 of their
employees work with research and development activities.
Torsås is a small community of 8,000 inhabitants and is situated 45 km south
of Kalmar on the boarder to the county of Blekinge.

Picture 1.6. Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB located in Torsås.[3]

1.10.3 History
Torsmaskiner AB was founded in 1950 and the production of exhaust systems
began in 1954. 1997 become Torsmaskiner AB member of AP Automotive
System Inc. At the end of 1999 Faurecia purchased AP Automotive Systems.
Resulting from this change of ownership, AP Torsmaskiner AB changed
name to Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB effective 1st October 2000.
• 1950 Founded.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1954 Supplier to automotive industry.
1965 Automatic welding machines.
1981 The development of fabricated manifolds started.
1986 First tubular manifold production – SCANIA DC14 engine of 14
litres.
1994 First stamped muffler production in Europe.
1994 ISO 9001 approval.
1995 First hydro forming machine installed.
1997 QS 9000 approval.
1998 ISO 14000 approval.
1999 AP Automotive Systems is purchased by Faurecia.
2001 First manifold production with hydro pressed parts and jigless
welding.

1.10.4 Goals
The aim for Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB in Torsås is to stay as the leading
company in the world in development and production of exhaust manifolds.
[3]
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Part I
Principal construction
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2

Objective and procedure

The goal with this part of the project is to find a principal solution for the
flange connection. This means that a concept for the flange connection will be
created.
First the product will be defined by a research of its task, surroundings,
relation to man and economic conditions. Next a study over the present
solutions background is done to get a hold of the product. Through this
information criterions for the product were established with guidance from the
supervisors at Faurecia [7]. After this a search for solution concepts will take
place. To choose the best solution concept evaluations are made in next step.
Finally the chosen concept is presented.
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3

Product definition

Product definition contains following elements that will be treated and
explained:
•
Units that will be part of the final product.
•
The main and part tasks for the product and possible relations between
them.
•
The relation between man and the product.
•
The field range of application for the product.
•
Economical conditions for the product.

3.1

Product

The manifold is made for transporting exhaust fumes. The product is mounted
on a combustion engine, between the engine and the exhaust system. Today
the manifolds consist of a rear and front flange, pipes that connects the
flanges and some kind of joining method where the pipes come together, see
picture 2.1. The present solution for flange connection is for Faurecia to weld
the pipes on the flange. The mission with this project is to find a new solution,
for both the rear and front flange, without welding or casting the flange
connection.

Picture 2.1. Welded manifold. [3]
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3.2

Task

The main task for the manifold is to transport hot exhaust fumes from the
engine to the exhaust system without leakage. Some manifolds have a part
task with EGR- system (Exhaust Gas Recirculation) and in some cases a
lambda probe will be mounted in the manifold. See figure 2.1 for task boxes.

Combustion inside engine produces hot exhaust
fumes, which is released through the valves.

Exhaust fumes passes through the manifold.

EGR- system,
lambda probe.

Exhaust fumes is released into the exhaust
system

Main task

Part task
Figure 2.1. Task boxes for the manifold.

3.3

Surroundings

The manifold will be placed between the engine and the exhaust system in a
vehicle with combustion engine. The vehicles will be used all over the world
were they can be driven. Products that are adjoining to the manifold are
combustion engine, exhaust system and possible EGR- system, turbocharger
and lambda probe. The manifold will be exposed of heat strain, -45 to 950ºC,
corrosion from the exhaust fumes and water, external effects from static and
dynamic loads from the engine and the exhaust system.
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3.4

Man

The relations between man and the manifold are:
• The user – The driver.
• The object for the use of the manifold – Driver, passenger.
• The object which will benefit from the use – Passenger
• The object which will be affected or disturbed by the use – Persons near
the vehicle.

3.5

Economics

The price of the product should be lowered or at the same level as the present.
The welding process is expensive which would benefit a new solution. The
cost for mounting the manifold at a combustion engine should be constant or
lowered. There should not be any costs for usage or maintenance work
because this product is supposed to last the engine’s lifetime.
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4

Product study and arrangement of
criterions

In this part of the project following elements will be treated and explained:
Product study•
Examination of possible occurring technical solutions of the manifold
such as manufacturing history and construction information.
•
Background for the market, manufacturing and economics for the
manifold.
•
Examination of possible imperfections of present solution.
Criterions•
Make suitable demands and wishes for the manifold, demands must be
fulfilled.
•
Importance comparison of the wishes.

4.1

Product study

The car manufacturer demands lighter, cheaper and high temperature resisting
manifolds for the modern combustion engines. The cast manifolds have
earlier dominated the market. When the demands are higher for the manifolds
it will be more difficult for the cast manifolds to compete with the welded
ones. To compete with the welded manifolds the cast have to contain more
expensive materials then before because of the high temperatures. The weld
technique has for the last decade developed technically with automatic weld
stations, which has lowered the manufacturing costs and increased the
production volume. It’s much easier to reach better efficiency in the engine
with the welded manifolds compared to the cast ones.

4.1.1 Experience and imperfection
Melted material will be produced during the welding process. Some of this
material will not stay in the weld seam, see picture 3.1, and can cause
problems. For example this weld spatter can get loose and end up destroying
the catalytic converter.
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Picture 3.1. Weld spatter from welding the pipes.

4.1.2 Production background
Cast manifolds are manufactured in a mould with suitable materials. After the
cast is removed from the mould it is worked up by milling to achieve given
tolerances, surfaces and dimensions. The welded tubular manifold consists of
bent pipes which are end shaped to fit flanges. The pipes are attached to the
flanges by welding. This operation is made by industrial welding robots. Two
problems occur when high temperature resistant manifolds are made by
casting. The first problem is that the cast is very hard and that makes the
milling procedure complicated and expensive. The second problem is that the
material does not easily fill the entire mould as required. Welded manifolds
sometimes demand manual repair s because the weld seams are not perfectly
made by the robots.

4.1.3 Market background
The market for manifolds is big. All combustion engines that are used in
marine, industrial and vehicle applications have manifolds and the
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manufacturers of these engines are potential customers. Faurecia Exhaust
Systems AB is the second largest manufacturer of exhaust systems worldwide
and the largest in Europe. They have several customers among the large car
manufacturers.

4.1.4 Economic background
The old cast manifolds are in ge neral cheaper to manufacture than the welded
manifolds. The cost depends on which material the manufacturer chooses for
the cast manifold. High performance material is more expensive to purchase
and work up. The price is approximately two to three times higher for these
cast manifolds. This fact makes the welded manifolds very competitive and
they become more common in modern car industry.

4.2

Criterions

4.2.1 Demands
Function and performance criterions
1. Exhaust fumes transport from engine to exhaust system without leakage.
2. Must be able to resis t temperatures from -45 to 950 °C.
3. Shall bring fumes from separate cylinders together.
4. Must not choke the engine more than the product used today.
Operation criterions
5. The product must be capable of operating during the entire vehicle’s
lifetime, that is to say 240 000 kilometres or 15 years for a motorcar.
6. The product must be general and work for different types of combustion
engines. The product should work for oval and round pipes/holes.
7. Must stand the different climate situations worldwide where cars are
used.
Manufacturing criterions
8. The product shall not be manufactured by casting.
9. The flange connection shall not contain weld seams.
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10. Must be possible to manufacture.
Economics of manufacturing criterions
11. The cost for the final product shall be maintained or lowered.
Elimination criterions
12. Must be recyclable.
Cost of usage criterions
13. No maintenance or disposal costs.

4.2.2 Wishes
Operation criterions
A. Easy installation as present welded manifolds.
Ergonomic criterions
B. Should be designed to enable ergonomic mounting.
General construction / product criterions
C. Contain as few parts as possible.
D. Lowered or maintained weight compared to present product.
E. Solutions with lower consumption of material are preferred.
F. Energy consumption during manufacturing shall be lowered or
maintained compared to present product.
G. Solutions with well known techniques are preferred.
Manufacturing criterions
H. As few steps in the manufacturing as possible.
I. As short manufacturing time as possible.
Economics of manufacturing criterions
J. Costs for manufacturing, material handling, storage and inspection shall
be lowered or maintained compared to present product.
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Economics of usage criterions
K. Costs for installation shall be lowered or maintained compared to
present product.

4.2.3 Importance judgement of wishes
Importance judgement of wishes with a method called “In pair comparison
method, part 1” [1]. See figure 3.1 for importance judgement.

A

0

C

2
-2

2. Compare A/C, A/D etc.
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0
0
0
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0
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0
1
0
0
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K
L

3. Compare B/C, B/D osv.
4. Add vertical
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J
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1 2 2 2 1 2
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-1 2 2 0 0 1
D
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-4 1 0 0
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1. Compare A/B. If A is more important G
-1 1
H
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than B, set 2 points. If A=B,
I
set 1 point. If B is more important
J
than A, set 0 point.
A

B

Wish
D
Wish
E
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F
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es

Wish
A
Wish
B
Wish
C

In pair comparison method (Part 1)

+ pi ki
1 16 13%
3 1
1%
5 10
8%
7 3
2%
9 6
5%
- 11 9
7%
- 13 16 13%
- 15 12 10%
- 17 17 14%
- 19 19 16%
- 21 12 10%
- 23 Sum 121 100%

Figure 3.1. In pair comparison method, part 1 [1].
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The order of wishes after importance judgement
1. Wish J: Costs for manufacturing, material handling, storage and
inspection shall be lowered or maintained compared to present product.
2. Wish I: As short manufacturing time as possible.
3. Wish G: Solutions with well-known techniques are preferred.
4. Wish A: Easy installation as present welded manifolds.
5. Wish K: Costs for installation shall be lowered or maintained compared
to present product.
6. Wish H: As few steps in the manufacturing as possible.
7. Wish C: Contain as few parts as possible.
8. Wish F: Energy consumption during manufacturing shall be lowered or
maintained compared to present product.
9. Wish E: Solutions with lower consumption of material is preferred.
10. Wish D: Lowered or maintained weight compared to present product.
11. Wish B: Should be designed to enable ergonomic mounting.
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5

Produce of solution concepts

Several suggestions to solve the problem have been found after brainstorming
and solution search. The search has been done in a patent database [4], on
motorcycles [5], on water pipe connections. The collection of concurrent
manufacturer’s products at Faurecia has also been examined. Information
about working up materials and motorcycle repair manuals has been searched
for in libraries [6]. The solutions are divided into two groups, one were the
connection of the pipe has been analyzed. The other group contains some
different types of flanges. The second group will be subject for a short
evaluation where the best flange for the solution will be chosen. Some of the
solutions demand a special type of flange, which the second group shows.

5.1

Pipe connection

In this chapter will a search for principal solutions that will fulfil the criterions
for the product take place.

5.1.1 Solution 1
The pipe has larger diameter than the hole in the flange, see figure 4.1. The
pipe is squeezed into the hole and stays in the hole only because of the tension
between the pipe and the flange.
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Figure 4.1. Solution 1.

5.1.2 Solution 2
The pipe is connected to the flange with some kind of sealing material. The
flange is designed with an edge in the hole, see figure 4.2, the pipe rests on
this edge. The sealing material is placed between the pipe and the inside of the
hole.

Figure 4.2. Solution 2.
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5.1.3 Solution 3
This pipe is connected to the flange with a screw thread, see figure 4.3. The
pipe and the flange are threaded.

Figure 4.3. Solution 3.

5.1.4 Solution 4
The hole in the flange is shaped as a cone. The pipe is passed through the
flange before it’s end shaped also as a cone, see figure 4.4. It is important that
the end of the pipe stays a few millimetres outside the flange, this enables a
tension between pipe and flange when it’s mounted.

Figure 4.4. Solution 4.
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5.1.5 Solution 5
This solution is similar to solution 4, except that the pipe is end shaped to
follow the edge of the flange, see figure 4.5. The sealing area is moved to the
pipe end between the flange and the engine.

Figure 4.5. Solution 5.

5.1.6 Solution 6
This solution is similar to solution 5, except for the cone shape, see figure 4.6.
Solutions like this have been done in test series before at Faurecia Exhaust
System AB, but in slightly different design of the flange.

Figure 4.6. Solution 6.
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5.1.7 Solution 7
This solution is similar to solution 6, except that the sealing area is moved
into the flange that is formed to fit the pipe end, see figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7. Solution 7.

5.1.8 Solution 8
This solution has a two-step end shape and the flange is designed so that the
pipe fits into the hole, see figure 4.8. It is important that the end of the pipe
stays a few millimetres outside the flange, this enables a tension between pipe
and flange when it’s mounted.

Figure 4.8. Solution 8.
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5.1.9 Solution 9
This solution is similar to solution 8, except it has a three-step end shape, see
figure 4.9. The sealing area is moved to the pipe end between the flange and
the engine.

Figure 4.9. Solution 9.

5.1.10 Solution 10
This solution has a double flange and the pipe is end shaped and fitted in
between the two flanges, see figure 4.10. The design enables a long distance
between the flange screws into the engine. The screws that hold the outer
flange are mounted in the inner flange. With this solution a high pressure on
the contact surface appear.

Figure 4.10. Solution 10.
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5.1.11 Solution 11
This solution is based on a spring shaped pipe, see figure 4.11. The solution
demands an extreme end shape of the pipe. With this solution the pressure on
contact area will be even.

Figure 4.11. Solution 11.

5.1.12 Solution 12
The flange has a threaded raised edge. The pipe is end shaped and fitted to the
edge with a screw threaded nut, see figure 4.12. With this solution the
pressure on the sealing area will be even. This solution can often be seen on
motorcycles and mopeds.

Figure 4.12. Solution 12.
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5.1.13 Solution 13
This solution contains of two similar flanges and the end shaped pipe is fitted
between them, see figure 4.13. The design enables a long distance between
the flange screws into the engine. The screws that hold the outer flange are
mounted in the inner flange. With this solution you can get a high pressure on
the contact surface.

Figure 4.13. Solution 13.

5.1.14 Solution 14
This solution contains one large flange and a small flange for each pipe. The
large flange and the pipes have a cone shape, see figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14. Solution 14
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5.1.15 Solution 15
The pipe has an end shape, see figure 4.15, that is designed to lock the pipe in
the flange hole after that it has been pressed into it. This solution can often be
seen on water hose connections.

Figure 4.15. Solution 15.

5.1.16 Solution 16
This solution contains an end shaped pipe, a ring, a large flange and a small
flange with an edge in the hole, see figure 4.16. The pipe will be slipped
through the two flanges, the ring will be slipped on the pipe. The pipe will
finally be end shaped. The ring will promote a higher pressure on the end
shape of the pipe.
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Figure 4.16. Solution 16.

5.1.17 Solution 17
This solution has the same concept as solution 16 but instead of the ring and
the small flange the flange is designed to promote the pressure on the end
shape of the pipe, see figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17. Solution 17.

5.1.18 Solution 18
This solution is similar to solution 4, except that a cone formed ring will be
placed inside the hole to maximize the pressure between the pipe and the
flange, see figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18. Solution 18.

5.2

Flanges

In this chapter different ways to arrange the flange will be presented.

5.2.1 Flange 1
Separate flanges for each pipe, see figure 4.19. This structure permits
movement due to thermal expansion.

Figure 4.19. Flange 1.
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5.2.2 Flange 2
This flange consists of only one piece, see figure 4.20. Flanges like this are
most common today. This design does not permit thermal expansion as the
others.

Figure 4.20. Flange 2.

5.2.3 Flange 3
This flange consists of one piece, but permits thermal expansion because of
the weak points between the pipes, see figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21. Flange 3.

5.2.4 Flange 4
This flange consists of two pieces arranged as in figure 4.22. The pipe
connections are fitted in between the flanges.
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Figure 4.22. Flange 4.
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6

Concept evaluation

The evaluation of the concepts must take place in several steps, were the bad
concepts will be eliminated one by one. Finally the best concepts will remain.
The evaluation will involve our supervisors at Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB
[7]. The first and last steps in the concept evaluation will be done by
evaluating the concepts against the criterions with methods from Fredy
Olsson’s book “Principkonstruktion” [1].

6.1

Primary evaluation - Demands

The criterions that must be fulfilled will be checked here, see table 5.1. The
concepts that do not fulfil all demands will not go any further than this. This
evaluation step will be based on knowledge and experiences from the group.
Solution judgement – Direct grouping method
Technical demands / Economic demands
Scale: 3 Will certainly fulfil the demands
2 Will probably fulfil the demands
1 Will hardly fulfil the demands
0 Will not fulfil the demands
Table 5.1. Direct grouping method, solution judgement against demands.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Solution
The pipe is squeezed into the flange.
Connection with sealing material.
The pipe and the flange are threaded.
The pipe and flange are shaped as a cone.
The pipe is shaped as a cone and follows the flange.
A small end shape on the pipe.
A small end shape on the pipe that fits a track in the
flange.
A two-step end shape that fits into the flange.
A three-step flange.
Double flange, the pipe fits between a small and a
large flange.
A spring shaped pipe.
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TD
0
0
1
2
2
2
2

ED
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Pass
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2
2
2

2
2
2

Yes
Yes
Yes

0

2

No

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

The flange has a threaded raised edge, the end shaped
pipe is attached with a nut.
Double flange, the pipe fits between two large flanges.
One large and one small flange, the pipe is cone
shaped and fits into the large cone shaped flange hole.
The pipe is designed so that it’s fitted into the flange it
can’t be pulled out again.
A ring will promote a high pressure on the end shaped
pipe.
The flange will promote a high pressure on the end
shaped pipe.
The pipe are formed as a cone and a ring inside will
press the pipe against the flange.

0

2

No

2
1

2
2

Yes
No

0

2

No

2

2

Yes

2

2

Yes

2

2

Yes

6.1.1 Comments for solutions that didn’t pass
Solution 1: The pipe can’t be fastened just by squeezing in the flange because
of the thermal stresses which appear when the manifold gets hot. The
connection would probably leak.
Solution 2: Sealing material which can stand the temperatures needed can’t
be found.
Solution 3: It’s difficult to thread the pipe because of the thin material. This
solution doesn’t work on oval pipes.
Solution 11: Difficult to end shape the pipe like a spring, the spring would
loose stiffness when heated because of creep in the material.
Solution 12: The nut will not work when the pipe is oval.
Solution 14: The connection will probably leak because of the design.
Solution 15: It’s difficult to stick the pipe into the flange and the connection
will probably leak.

6.2

Evaluation with Faurecia

This evaluation has been done together with supervisors, Christian Persson
and Marcus Olsson, from Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB. They have more
experience of what connection that may provide a satisfying solution to the
problem.
Solution 4 & 5: These solutions are quite similar and will ahead in this
project be hand led as one. They have a good sealing area and the cone will
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give support for the pipe. Therefore this solution will be subject for further
evaluations.
Solution 6 & 17: These solutions are also quite similar and will ahead in this
project be hand led as one. This solution has been tested before at Faurecia
Exhaust Systems AB with good results. If there is a heel on the flange as in
solution 17 the pressure on the sealing area will be larger. Therefore this
solution will be subject for further evaluations.
Solution 7,8,9: These solutions have no benefits compared to solution 6.
Therefore these solutions will not be subjects for any further evaluations.
Solution 10: This solution has good technique for solve the sealing demand.
The design makes it easy to manufacture. Maybe there are too many parts in
this solution. However this solution will be subject for further evaluations.
Solution 13: This solution is quite similar to solution 10. Maybe the
manufacturing will be more difficult and contain many steps. The pipe has to
be slipped through the first flange and then end shaped, finally mounted on
the second flange. This solution will be subject for further evaluations.
Solution 16: This solution has no benefits compared to solution 17. The
solution contains many parts. This solution will not be subject for any further
evaluations.
Solution 18: This solution has two sealing areas and a loose ring inside the
pipe. Therefore this solution will not be subject for any furthe r evaluation.

6.3

Final evaluation – wishes

The final evaluation has been done with a method from “Principkonstruktion”
by Fredy Olsson [1]. This method is called “In pairs comparison method, part
2”, see figure 5.2. The method is based on evaluating the solution aga inst the
wishes. Some of the wishes don’t contain any boards. For example whish C:
“Contain as few parts as possible”. When these kinds of criterions are
evaluated the solutions are compared to each other. From this evaluation step
solution 4/5 and 6/17 will go further.
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Figure 5.2. In pairs comparison method, part 2. [1]
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Solution 13

Solution 10

Solution 6/17

Solution 4/5

Solution

0 Solution will not fulfil the criteria

1 Solution will harly fulfil the criteria

2 Solution will probably fulfil the criteria

3 Solution will certainly fulfil the criteria

Performance judgement

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

1

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

1

points

Sum

T

1

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

0

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

2

2

0

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

2
t 0,26 0,02 0,00 0,02 0,05 0,07 0,40 0,10 0,14 0,16 0,20 1,42

u 2

t 0,26 0,02 0,00 0,02 0,05 0,07 0,40 0,10 0,14 0,16 0,20 1,42

u 2

t 0,13 0,01 0,17 0,05 0,10 0,15 0,40 0,20 0,28 0,31 0,10 1,89

u 1

t 0,13 0,01 0,17 0,05 0,10 0,15 0,40 0,20 0,28 0,31 0,10 1,89

u 1

k 0,13 0,01 0,08 0,02 0,05 0,07 0,13 0,10 0,14 0,16 0,10

A

In pairs comparison method (Part 2)

0,47

0,47

0,63

0,63

No

No

Yes

Yes

further

T/Tmax Go

6.4

Evaluation of flanges

Because of the simple principal construction of the flanges they don’t have to
be subject for major evaluation. Therefore the flanges that will provide easy
installation, easy work up and easy mounting of the pipes is preferred.
Flange 1: This flange will permit movement due to thermal expansion. But
this thermal expansion is not a problem in today’s products. The installation
of the manifold will probably be difficult when there are four separated
flanges. Therefore this flange will not go any further.
Flange 2: This flange has a well-known design and will permit an easy
installation with few parts. The mounting of the pipes may be difficult when
the pipes must be slipped through the flange before end shaping. However this
flange will be subject for further construction.
Flange 3: This flange will permit movement due to thermal expansion as
flange 1. The work up for this flange will probably be unnecessary, when the
thermal expansion is not a big problem. The flange may also be a little bit
difficult to install when the flange is not stiff. The flange will not go any
further.
Flange 4: This flange will permit mounting of the pipes after the end shaping,
which may be good for the manufacturing. However the two separated flanges
have to be fastened to each other. This can be solved with clips or maybe a
weld joint. Because the end shaping of the pipes can be done before mounting
in the flange, this solution will be subject for further construction.
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7

Presentation of chosen concepts

The chosen concepts are based on well-known techniques considering pipe
forming and flange design. Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB has a large amount
of knowledge in these areas. This fact makes any calculations of end shaping
the pipes and punching the flanges unnecessary in this phase.
Two different types of end shaped pipes are presented with two different
types of flanges. The solutions can be comb ined and each of the end shaped
pipes can be used in both types of flange.

7.1

The pipe

To fulfil the demands and wishes the solution of the pipe has to be simple and
fast to manufacture. As few parts as possible is of course also preferred.

7.1.1 Solution 4/5
The first solution to present is solution 4/5, see figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Solution 4/5.
For stable pipe mounting the hole of the flange is formed as a cone, when end
shaping the pipe same cone shape is aimed at. This makes the contact area
between pipe and flange large, this hopefully secures the stability of the whole
manifold.
The figure above shows a large sealing area between the pipe and the engine
which isn’t needed to be as large. Earlier studies have shown that a circular
sealing area of 1-2 mm is enough [5]. A smaller sealing area doesn’t need as
big end shaping which is easier to manufacture. This solution although
demands a rather big end shaping of the pipes because of the cone formed
flange. This might cause an unwanted two-step end shaping procedure.

7.1.2 Solution 6/17
The simplicity benefits this solution. The pipe has only one end shape which
is easy to perform in one step, see figure 6.2 for an example. The flange
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connection will not be as strong as solution 4/5 due to the design of the flange
(without a cone shape).

Figure 6.2. Solution 6/17.
A 90 degrees end shaping is impossible to perform so a radius will be
inevitable on the pipe edge. Material properties define how sharp the end
shape can be done without material failure. End shapes looking similar to the
figure 6.1.2 above can be seen in connections between pipes and mufflers on
usual car exhaust systems. The flange can be made with a heel just under the
end shaping of the pipe, see figure 6.3. The heel should make sure that the
sealing area gets maximum pressure from the flange when it’s mounted on the
engine.
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Figure 6.3. Flange with heel.

7.2

The flange

The new ideas of how to solve the design of the flange depend on maximum
pressure on the pipe end. The present solution with welded pipes in the flange
has an even pressure over the whole flange. The contact area between engine
and flange is much bigger than the new solution. Due to this the temperature
of the flange will be significantly higher. The temperature rise can result in a
demand for higher quality materials in the flange.

7.2.1 Flange 2
This flange is used in present solution and is made in one piece, see figure
6.4. If this type of flange is to be used in the new weld less solution it must be
put into place before the end shaping of the pip es can be done. This fact
demands considerably more of the end shaping machine. The flange is simply
designed, technically well known and can easily be punched. The contact
pressure on the pipes benefits from the stiffness of this type of flange. The
stability aspect is a big advantage for this flange.
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Figure 6.4. Flange in one piece.

7.2.2 Flange 4
Flange 4 is divided in two pieces to enable mounting of the flange after the
pipes have been end shaped. If the flange is symmetrical around its horizontal
central line the two pieces can look the same. In many manifolds this isn’t the
case, then two different pieces is needed to complete the flange which of
course is adverse. The flange is complicated to manufacture but smart because
of the pipe mounting mentioned above. After placing the flange around the
pipes the pieces must be joined in some way to make mounting on the engine
easier. Possible joining methods can be welding joints or clips. Figure 6.5
shows one type of this flange.
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Figure 6.5. Divided flange.
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Part II
Primary construction

61

62

8

Objective and procedure

The goal with this part of the project is to accomplish a primary, preliminary
useable flange connection. This means that the concept from the first part will
be further developed.
First a product draft will be done that shows how the different parts are
combined together and listed as unique details or components. In this project
only unique details exist and therefore there are no chapter for the
components. The unique details will be treated in the detail construction part
with making of construction drawings and calculations. Finally a product
compile concludes the fulfilment of the criterions and the final solution
concepts.
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9

Product draft

The purpose of this thesis work is to find a new flange connection which is a
part of the manifold. The product draft is due to this focused on the
connection. Figure 7 below shows how the pipes and plates are mounted in
the flanges of a four cylinder engine. As earlier mentioned in the thesis work
the flange placed against the engine is subject for studies but the flange
connection shall also be suitable for the rear flange. The parts that are further
developed from principle construction can be seen with figures in chapter 6.
Two different pipe solutions and two flange types are going through to the
primary construction phase.

Figure 7. Manifold, with catalytic converter and flexible element, for Ford I4
engine.
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The criterions from the principal construction phase are still current with a
few following additions. The end shape of the pipe has to stand the pressure
from the flange and the engine with sustained sealing ability. The design of
the pipe has to be compatible with the flange and the end shape must be able
to manufacture in one step.
The connection consists only of unique parts and both pipes and flanges will
be specially treated. No components in the product can be bought directly
from suppliers. The flanges will probably be bought from manufacturers after
they have been constructed for a unique manifold.
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10 Detail construction
In this part of the development the unique parts will be constructed. The
remaining products are divided into two flanges and two pipes that combined
gives four solutions:
•
•
•
•

Whole flange and end shaped pipe.
Whole flange and cone shaped pipe.
Divided flange and end shaped pipe.
Divided flange and cone shaped pipe.

This means that the two flanges and the two end shapes will be treated in this
chapter.
This chapter will also refer to calculations of the contact pressure for the
flange.

10.1 Pipes, cone shape and end shape
The weldless flange connection will move the sealing area from the flange, as
in present welded solution, to the pipe ends with its significant shape. This
demands that the pipe end must have a good sealing area. The criterions from
the principal construction phase are still current with additions in chapter 7.
The end shape of the pipe has to stand the pressure from the flange and the
engine with sustained sealing ability. The design of the pipe has to be
compatible with the flange and the end shape must be able to manufacture in
one step. For a general study of end shaping see appendix E.

10.1.1 Search for solutions
10.1.1.1 End shaped pipe
There is only one way to make this end shape, see figure 6.2. The task for this
end shape is to make a larger sealing area than the pipe edge to have an area
that the flange can press on and make the pipe fasten.
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10.1.1.2 Cone shaped pipe
There is only one way to make this cone shape, see figure 6.1. The task for
this cone shape is to make a larger sealing area than the pipe edge and to have
an area that the flange can press on and make the pipe fasten. The cone shape
will contribute to a more stable and better fitting of the pipe into the flange.
Probably will this make the manifold more resistant against vibrations and
external forces.

10.1.2 Preparing the solutions
In order to prepare the solutions further some goals had to be determined.
Preparing the solutions means in this case to more exactly decide how the end
shape of the pipe will look like, how large the contact area must be and which
value of contact pressure between pipe and engine is needed. Basic
calculations over the contact pressure will be done. Accurate pictures and
drawings show the design of the solutions.
The materials Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB uses today are used also in the
product but a study over possible choice of materials in the pipes is shown in
appendix B. A careful examination over austenitic stainless steels that can be
used for the pipes is found in appendix C. Problems might appear because of
the high thermal stresses in the manifold. These stresses make it hard to
predict how different solutions will stand the conditions and therefore live up
to the criterions. To be completely sure about a solution, prototypes have to be
tested on actual engines.

10.1.2.1 Preparing the end shaped pipe
The simple end shape of this pipe operates with a flange without any special
features. The flange can look like the flange for present welded manifolds
with the exception that the surface tolerance of the flange doesn’t need to be
as good for the weldless solution. A drawing is found in appendix F and
calculations over the contact pressure are found in appendix D.
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10.1.2.2 Preparing the cone shaped pipe
A cone shaped pipe end demands more of the flange than a simple end shape.
The flange must have cone shaped holes that fit the pipes. The cone angle is
about 30 degrees. Calculations in appendix D are still current considering the
contact pressure.
The cone shaped pipe is decided not to be passed on to the chapter product
compile. The reason for the decision is that the cone complicates both the end
shaping process and the possibility to achieve the end shape in one production
step. The cone shaped holes in the flange will be difficult to perform
accurately punched.

10.2 Flanges, whole and divided
10.2.1 Search for solutions
Several different propositions how to design a suitable flange for the flange
connection have been developed. These propositions follow in this chapter.

10.2.1.1 Whole flange
The classic whole flange is not possible to redesign in many ways. It simply
consists of a stamped metal plate with holes for pipes and screws. The
thickness of the flange material is possible to change, otherwise this stamped
flange looks almost the same in different manifolds.

10.2.1.2 Divided flange
The divided flange can be made in several different designs. The major
benefit with this solution is that the flange can be mounted after the pipes
have been end shaped. Six types of divided flanges have been constructed and
are shown in figure 8.1 to figure 8.6. A divided flange like figure 6.5 would
not support the pipes properly when it is mounted on an engine because of the
weakness in the middle of the flange. To prevent this tendency a flange with
different levels which slide together could solve the problem. Figure 8.1
shows just such a flange in a general model.
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Figure 8.1. Basic divided flange in two levels (divided flange 1). The pipe end
is mounted faced down or up in the figure.
The flange in figure 8.1 is more stable than the one in figure 6.5 but each
screw only penetrates one part of the dived flange and this makes it weak in
between the rows of screws.
To make a stronger flange each screw must penetrate both parts of the flange.
The flange in figure 8.2 is designed in this way.
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Figure 8.2. Divided flange in two levels (divided flange 2). The pipe end is
mounted faced down or up in the figure.
The fact that each screw runs through both parts of the flange locks the parts
together. This makes it much stronger than the earlier presented divided
flanges.
The flange in figure 8.3 below is a bit different with each screw only
penetrating one part of the flange but the reversed design stabilises it.
Although, this flange is not as strong as the one in figure 8.2 and also more
complicated to mount and manufacture.
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Figure 8.3. Reversed flange in two levels (divided flange 3). The pipe end is
mounted faced down or up in the figure.
The flange in figure 8.4 is a result of further development of the flange in
figure 8.2. This flange lacks the heels in the lower part of the flange. The
heels are expensive to manufacture by milling and they do not strengthen the
flange considerably much. The lower part can be punched, without expensive
working up processes, like any whole flange. The upper part still needs
milling procedures as divided flange 1-3. This solution is a simpler and
cheaper version of the flange in figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.4. Flange, based on Ford I4 engine flange, with upper part in two
levels and lower part in one level (divided flange 4). The pipe end is mounted
faced down in the figure.
To circumvent the expensive and complex milling procedure which is
necessary if flanges in two levels are to be used, flanges in sheet metal could
cut expenses drastically. Sheet metal flanges with folded edges are today used
in several car manifolds. A variant of a divided sheet metal flange can be seen
in figure 8.5. The model in the figure has a metal thickness of 3 mm and the
folded edges have a total width of 10 mm. The width of the complete flange is
in this case 20 mm. The strength of this sheet metal design is lower than a
thick flange but the difference is hard to predict without testing.
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Figure 8.5. The first divided flange in sheet metal (divided flange 5), based on
Ford I4 engine flange. The pipe end is mounted faced up in the figure.
Figure 8.6 shows a flange with a slightly different design. In difference from
the flange in figure 8.5 this solution has all edges folded in the same direction.
This leads to a thinner flange. The strength is probably lower than the flange
in figure 8.5 but with a total width of only 10 mm this design saves space
which might be crucial. The upper part in the figure is only 7 mm thick.
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Figure 8.6. The second divided flange in sheet metal (divided flange 6), based
on Ford I4 engine flange. The pipe end is mounted faced up in the figure.

10.2.2 Evaluation of solutions
To evaluate the divided flanges against each other, five questions based on the
criterions have been specified. The questions are:
1. Which manufacturing costs can be expected?
2. What space does the flange need?
3. How strong is the flange when mounted?
4. Which manufacturing methods are necessary?
5. Can mounting on engine be made easily?
The evaluation is made in co-operation with the supervisors and employees at
Faurecia [7].

10.2.2.1 Evaluation of divided flange 1
Evaluation of the first divided flange is made considering the questions in
chapter 8.2.2.
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1. Costs for manufacturing are a problem due to the two level design.
Expensive milling procedures are necessary for working up this
solution and this also leads to a high material consumption.
2. The flange doesn’t need more space than present solution. No
problems should therefore appear because of space requirements.
3. The strength isn’t perfect when each screw only penetrate one flange
part. When mounted, the flange will bend up in between the rows of
screws.
4. As mentioned in point 1 the working up method must be finished with
a milling procedure after the shape is punched.
5. Mounting shouldn’t cause any problems if the two parts can be joined
together in the right position with a simple clip or some similar
method. This is of course done before mounting on engine.

10.2.2.2 Evaluation of divided flange 2
Evaluation of the second divided flange is made considering the questions in
chapter 8.2.2.
1. Costs for manufacturing are a problem due to the two level design.
Expensive milling procedures are necessary for working up this
solution and this also leads to a high material consumption.
2. The flange doesn’t need more space than present solution. No
problems should therefore appear because of space requirements.
3. The strength of this flange is good because of that the screws lock the
parts together when they penetrate both parts of the flange.
4. As mentioned in point 1 the working up method must be finished with
a milling procedure after the shape is punched.
5. Mounting shouldn’t cause any problems if the two parts can be joined
together in the right position with a simple clip or some similar
method. This is of course done before mounting on engine.

10.2.2.3 Evaluation of divided flange 3
Evaluation of the third divided flange is made considering the questions in
chapter 8.2.2.
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1. Costs for manufacturing are a problem due to the reversed two level
design. Even more expensive milling procedures than for divided
flange 1 and 2 are necessary for working up this solution and this also
leads to a high material consumption.
2. The flange doesn’t need more space than present solution. No
problems should therefore appear because of space requirements.
3. The strength isn’t perfect when each screw only penetrate one flange
part. The reversed design makes the flange stronger than divided
flange 1 but not as strong as divided flange 2. When mounted, the
flange will bend up in between the rows of screws.
4. As mentioned in point 1 the working up method must be finished with
a milling procedure after the shape is punched.
5. Mounting shouldn’t cause any problems if the two parts can be joined
together in the right position with a simple clip or some similar
method. This is of course done before mounting on engine.

10.2.2.4 Evaluation of divided flange 4
Evaluation of the fourth divided flange is made considering the questions in
chapter 8.2.2.
1. The lower part of the flange in this solution is made in one level.
Expenses for manufacturing the lower part will by this design be
lowered since no milling is to be used in the manufacturing. Costs for
manufacturing the upper part are still a problem due to the two level
design. Expensive milling procedures are necessary for working up the
upper part and this also leads to a high material consumption.
2. The flange doesn’t need more space than present solution. No
problems should therefore appear because of space requirements.
3. The strength of this flange is good because of that the screws lock the
parts together when they penetrate both parts of the flange. Material is
although missing around the holes for the pipes and that makes the
flange weaker than divided flange 2.
4. The lower part only needs punching to be finished while the upper part
both needs punching and milling.
5. Mounting shouldn’t cause any problems if the two parts can be joined
together in the right position with a simple clip or some similar
method. This is of course done before mounting on engine.
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10.2.2.5 Evaluation of divided flange 5
Evaluation of the fifth divided flange is made considering the questions in
chapter 8.2.2. This flange is made in sheet metal and differs in design to
divided flange 1-4.
1. Costs for manufacturing should be considerably lower than for divided
flange 1-4 due to the sheet metal design. The shape is cheap to
manufacture and expensive milling procedures are unnecessary for
working up this solution and this leads to a low waste of material.
2. The thickness of the flange is 20 mm and therefore it needs more
space than present solution. Problems might appear because of space
requirements.
3. The strength of this flange is hard to predict because of the unusual
design. A guess is that the folded edges makes the flange stiff enough
with screws which lock the parts together when they penetrate both
parts of the flange. There is a lot less material in this flange than
divided flange 2. This fact should by using common sense mean a
weaker structure.
4. Punching the sheet metal and folding the edges is all that needs to be
done in the manufacturing.
5. Mounting might be harder than with the other divided flanges because
of the thickness. If there is room for a wider flange, mounting
shouldn’t cause any problems if the two parts can be joined together in
the right position with a simple clip or some similar method. This is of
course done before mounting on engine.
10.2.2.6 Evaluation of divided flange 6
Evaluation of the sixth divided flange is made considering the questions in
chapter 8.2.2. This flange is made in sheet metal and differs in design to
divided flange 1-4.
1. Costs for manufacturing should be considerably lower than for divided
flange 1-4 due to the sheet metal design. The shape is cheap to
manufacture and expensive milling procedures are unnecessary for
working up this solution and this also leads to a low waste of material.
2. The thickness of the flange is 10 mm and therefore it doesn’t need
more space than the present solution. Problems shouldn’t appear
because of space requirements.
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3. The strength of this flange is hard to predict because of the unusual
design. A guess is that the folded edges makes the flange stiff enough
with screws which lock the parts together when they penetrate both
parts of the flange. There is a lot less material in this flange than
divided flange 2. This fact should by using common sense mean a
weaker structure. Divided flange 5 is stronger due to that the folded
edges are made in both directions.
4. Punching the sheet metal and folding the edges is all that needs to be
done in the manufacturing.
5. Mounting shouldn’t cause any problems if the two parts can be joined
together in the right position with a simple clip or some similar
method. This is of course done before mounting on engine.
To finish the evaluation three divided flanges are passed on to chapter 8.2.3
for preparation. The three chosen are divided flange 4 and 5 and the whole
flange. Divided flange 4 benefits from that the lower part of it is simple.
Divided flange 5 seems to be strong and at the same time cheap to produce
due to the sheet metal material.

10.2.3 Preparing the solutions
Preparation of the solutions is meant to finish and change details in the design
of the chosen solutions. These changes hopefully lead to manufacturability for
the product. The materials Faurecia Exhaust Systems AB uses today are used
also in the product but a study over possible choice of materials in the flange
are shown in appendix B.
Preparation of the whole flange is based on a calculation made in I-DEAS®
with FEM methods. The calculation with figure and comments can be seen in
chapter 9. A drawing of the whole flange is placed in appendix G.
Preparation of the flange named divided flange 2 is only made by a drawing
in appendix H.
Preparation of the flange named divided flange 5 consists of determinatio n of
design details, in which radius the edges shall be folded with and how the
holes for the screws will look. Drawing of divided flange 5 can be found in
appendix I.
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Further calculations about the strength of divided flange 2 and 5 need more
research and complex FEM work. The scheduled time for the project doesn’t
allow this. The strength is for that reason not totally investigated.

10.3 Results
The result of the detail construction is that three types of solutions have been
finally chosen to compile in chapter 10. The cone shaped pipe was eliminated
during this chapter because of manufacturing difficulties.
The first solution consists of the simple end shaped pipe and a whole flange.
This is the basic solution without any complex details. Mounting the pipes in
the flange must be performed either before the end shaping of the pipes or by
slipping the pipes in the holes from the wrong direction.
The second solution consists of the simple end shaped pipe and the divided
flange 4. This solution allows end shaping the pipes before the flange is put
into place.
The third and last solution consists of the sheet metal flange, divided flange 5,
with a simple end shaped pipe. This solution allows end shaping the pipes
before the flange is put into place, just like the second solution.
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11 FEM-calculation
FEM stands for Finite Element Method. In this project the simulation part of
I-DEAS ® will be used for the calculation.
The purpose with this calculation is to find out how high the stresses are in
every part of the flange. This will underlie for the optimisation of the flange.
The calculation starts with an analytic phase to calculate the forces that the
screws apply the flange. The next step with the simulation part in I-DEAS is
to present a stress plot. The flange that will be used for these calculations is
the flange for Ford’s I4 manifold.

11.1 Results
25 Nm is the tightening torque on every screw in present solution when the
whole flange is in contact with the engine. This torque gives an axial force of
16,8 kN from each screw. The whole calculation is presented in appendix D.
These forces are applied on the solution when only the four end shape pipes
are in contact with the engine. The simulation part shows that the stresses are
way too high which leads to reducing the tightening torque to 15 Nm. With
this torque the axial force from each screw is 10,1 kN. This force is applied
around the six screw holes on the flange. The small area around the pipe holes
are simulated as it should have contact with the engine.
The result of the simulation is shown in figure 9.1 below. The maximum
stress is 602 MPa and it’s located on the outer edge of the contact area against
the engine. The high stress is caused by the small contact area and the bending
torque caused of the pressure from the flange on the pipe end. Compared to
present solution where the whole flange surface is in contact with the engine
the stresses is not that high. With a tightening torque of 25 Nm on present
solution the maximum stress is 94.5 MPa and is located around the screw
hole, see figure 9.2.
If the tightening torque is reduced a little bit more to 10 Nm the axial force
will be 6,7 kN from each screw. With these forces as input in the simulation
the result of the maximum stress will be lower, 401 MPa, see figure 9.3. This
stress is still too high.
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If the pressure on the small area in the new solution with end shaped pipes
shall be equal to the pressure on the whole flange, as in present solution, the
tightening torque will be only 2,1 Nm. Which is approximately one twelfth of
the tightening torque on present solution and it is the same relation between
the two areas. For the whole calculation see appendix D. With this fact the
tightening torque can be reduced even more and still keep a good sealing
pressure.
A simulation with the axial force of 4 kN from the tightening torque of 6 Nm
will result in a maximum stress of 241 MPa, see figure 9.4. This stress can the
material stand. [8]

Figure 9.1. Results of a simulation with a tightening torque 15 Nm.
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Figure 9.2. Results of a simulation with a tightening torque 25 Nm, with the
whole flange as a contact area.
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Figure 9.3. Results of a simulation with a tightening torque 10 Nm.
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Figure 9.4. Results of a simulation with a tightening torque 6 Nm.

11.2 Conclusion
The tightening torque of 6 Nm on each screw shall be enough to reach a
satisfying pressure on the sealing area. With this torque the stresses in the
material is in a reasonable level and the flange almost keep its original shape.
This is only a first calculation and it must be complement ed with tests,
evaluation and optimization.
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12 Product compile
The product compile is supposed to conclude how the product is put together.
Drawings over the three different combinations of chosen solutions are placed
in appendix J to L. An investigation about how the solutions live up to the
criterions established in chapter 3 and 7 is also done as a step in the total
evaluation. This chapter is ended with a final discussion about the proposals.

12.1 Criterions
The criterions from chapter 3 are repeated with the three ext ra criterions
added in chapter 7.1.

12.1.1 Demands
Function and performance criterions
1. Exhaust fumes transport from engine to exhaust system without
leakage.
2. Must be able to resist temperatures from -45 to 950 °C.
3. Shall bring fumes from separate cylinders together.
4. Must not choke the engine more than the product used today.
5. The design of the pipe has to be compatible with the flange.
Operation criterions
6. The product must be capable of operating during the entire vehicle’s
lifetime, that is to say 240 000 kilometres or 15 years for a motorcar.
7. The end shape of the pipe has to stand the pressure from the flange
and the engine with sustained sealing ability.
8. The product must be general and work for different types of
combustion engines. The product should work for oval and round
pipes/holes.
9. Must stand the different climate situations worldwide where cars are
used.
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Manufacturing criterions
10. The product shall not be manufactured by casting.
11. The flange connection sha ll not contain weld seams.
12. The pipe must be able to manufacture in one step.
13. Must be possible to manufacture.
Economics of manufacturing criterions
14. The cost for the final product shall be maintained or lowered.
Elimination criterions
15. Must be recyclable.
Cost of usage criterions
16. No maintenance or disposal costs.

12.1.2 Wishes
Operation criterions
A. Easy installation as present welded manifolds.
Ergonomic criterions
B. Should be designed to enable ergonomic mounting.
General construction / product criterions
C. Contain as few parts as possible.
D. Lowered or maintained weight compared to present product.
E. Solutions with lower consumption of material are preferred.
F. Energy consumption during manufacturing shall be lowered or maintained
compared to present product.
G. Solutions with well known techniques are preferred.
Manufacturing criterions
H. As few steps in the manufacturing as possible.
I. As short manufacturing time as possible.
Economics of manufacturing criterions
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J. Costs for manufacturing, material handling, storage and inspection shall be
lowered or maintained compared to present product.
Economics of usage criterions
K. Costs for installation shall be lowered or maintained compared to present
product.

12.1.3 Fulfilment of the criterions
The final solutions are of course believed to fulfil the demands and wishes.
Sadly, as said earlier in the project, the total fulfilment of the arranged
criterions cannot be determined. Manufacturing of prototypes and further
testing of them are necessary to finally determine and evaluate the presented
solutions. Examination of how the solutions fulfil the criterions will therefore
be based on the calculations shown in earlier chapters and experiences from
students and supervisors.

12.1.4 Solution 1
This solution contains a who le flange and end shaped pipes. For an overview,
see figure 10.1, for compile drawing over solution 1 see appendix J.
Fulfilment of the demands:
The cost of manufacturing will be lowered or maintained compared to present
solution. The flange is simple designed and therefore cheap. The solution is
for sure possible to manufacture and installation on an engine won’t be more
complex than present welded manifolds. Problems might appear because of
that the flange is whole, that can make the pipe mounting complicated.
Fulfilment of the wishes:
Solution 1 consists of as few parts as possible, like the welded solution.
Weight can’t be a problem and well known techniques can be used in the
production.
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Figure 10.1. Solution 1, whole flange with end shaped pipes.

12.1.5 Solution 2
This solution contains a divided flange and end shaped pipes. For an overview
see figure 10.2, for compile drawing over solution 2 see appendix K.
Fulfilment of the demands:
Costs of manufacturing are difficult to predict because of the necessary
milling procedures needed for working up the outer part of the flange. It is
more expensive than a whole punched flange but still based on well known
techniques. Installation on engines can be a problem if the two flange parts
can’t be joined somehow before mounting. A simple way to connect the
flange parts together before mounting is therefore required to keep mounting
costs low.
Fulfilment of the wishes:
The wish of as few parts as possible is not totally fulfilled when the flange is
separated. The weight is approximately the same as present solution and only
well known techniques are used.
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Figure 10.2. Solution 2, divided flange with end shaped pipes.

12.1.6 Solution 3
This solution contains a divided sheet metal flange and end shaped pipes. For
an overview see figure 10.3, for compile drawing over solution 3 see
appendix L.
Fulfilment of the demands:
Costs are not as high as solution 2 because of the sheet metal flange design. It
is without problems possible to manufacture. Installation has to be prepared
with a method to connect the flange parts together, otherwise will the
mounting be complicated.
Fulfilment of the wishes:
The wish of as few parts as possible is not totally fulfilled when the flange is
separated. The weight of the flange parts is very low due to the low metal
thickness. Flanges in sheet metal are quite common and the techniques of
manufacturing are well known.
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Figure 10.3. Solution 3, divided sheet metal flange with end shaped pipes.

12.2 Discussion
A further development of the three solutions is necessary to assure their total
fulfilment of the criterions and technical function. There are strong believes
that the solutions will perform the task perfectly.
The first solution with a whole flange needs development in how to influence
the production so that the pipes can be mounted in the flange in a simple and
cheap way. Either must the pipes be mounted before the end shape is made or
by slipping in the pipes backwards in the flange after the end shape is done.
Present welded manifold also consists of end shaped pipes which are end
shaped one by one. Adjusting the production to end shaping all pipes in one
step would cause large and expensive changes in the production line. A better
way to produce solution 1 is to still end shape each pipe by itself and
afterwards slip them backwards in the flange. This slipping procedure can be
impossible to perform due to certain designs of the manifolds. An example
can be if the flange hole is oval with the smallest diameter smaller than the
diameter of the round pipe.
Solution 2 and 3 needs in difference to solution 1 more studies about how to
manufacture the flange. Costs and manufacturing methods of the flange must
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be investigated in detail before a final evaluation can be done. The studies
shall determine all technical matters.
Next task in order to examine the solutions with divided flanges is to check
the stiffness and strength of the flanges. It is important to remember that the
FEM calculations in chapter 9 concluded that the divided flange due to the
small contact area doesn’t need to be tightened as hard and therefore doesn’t
need very high stiffness and strength.
The last thing to closely examine is how to cheap and simple connect the
flange parts together after they have been placed over the pipes. Alternatives
can be to add some kind of clip to achieve the task. One other idea is to
connect them with welded joints.
When divided flanges are used the pipes can be end shaped one by one as
present solution is made, this fact should benefit the solutions with divided
flanges.
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Appendix A. Time schedule
The time schedule is done with help from Gantt schedule [1], were the
principal construction phase is planned in accuracy and the primary
construction phase is planned in general. The two phases are planned over the
time 2004-01-28 to 2004-03-26 and 2004-03-29 to 2004-05-14. Totally will
there be 37 days for the principal phase and 35 days for the primary phase.
There will be more time in study period four and most of the rapport writing
and presentation will be done here.
Principal construction phase, see figure A.1, contains the following part
phases:
A. Product definition, 4 days.
B. Product study and arrangements of criterions, 11 days.
C. Primary product concept, 12 days.
D. Concept evaluation, 6 days.
E. Presentation of chosen concepts, 4 days.

Figure A.1. Gantt schedule of the principal construction phase.

The primary construction phase, see figure A.2, is difficult to plan because no
concepts are known, contains the following parts phases:
F. Product draft, 3-4 days.
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G.
H.
I.
J.

Components, 1-2 days.
Detail construction, 18 days.
Product compile, 7 days.
Manufacturing and testing, 3-4 days.

Figure A.2. Gantt schedule of the primary construction phase.
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Appendix B. Materials
The manifold is one of the most important parts in the exhaust system of
combustion engines. It acts on performances of the engine so it has to be
developed and improved in its conception. The current welded manifolds are
composed of three or four main parts that are the two flanges (front and rear),
the pipes and sometimes the gasket that avoid leaks. In this chapter a look for
the material selection for the different parts of the manifold will take place.
First a summarize of the different criterions and characteristics the parts will
have to stand be done. Then we will look at characteristics of different kinds
of materials and alloys to choose the more suitable in the last part.
It will be assumed that the flanges are not really the main purpose of that
study because it is not the weakest part neither the more technical part of the
manifold. Focus will be on the pipes and on the gasket in a minor proportion.

1. Criterions
Below, see table B.1, will listed and ordered criterions that the material will
have to stand to be the most suitable:
Table B.1. Listed and ordered criterions.

Criterions

Melting
temperature
Corrosion
resistance
Cost

Description
When the engine is running at its
full power, exhaust fumes make the
manifold pipes temperatures rise up
to 950 o C
The manifold must stand aggressive
environment
It is an important criterion, between
two suitable materials, the cheapest
will be chosen
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Rank

Figure
/Table

1

FB.1

2

FB.2

3

TB.2

Bend ability

The material must be bendable in a
cold forming process

4

Thermal
conduction/ther
mal inertia
Thermal
expansion

The pipes must have the highest
conductivity so as heat can reach
catalyst quicker. As a substance
warm, it expands, and then deform

5

FB.3

Lightness and
stiffness

In the automobile industry,
manufacturers are always looking
for a gain of lightness

6

FB.4

Vibration
resistance

When the engine is running, its
moving parts create vibrations that
may be bad for the manifold witch is
directly linked to the engine

7

2. Tables
2.1 Melting temperature
The first thing is that the material must stand the extreme temperature without
melting. The limit is 1220 K below, see figure B.1, the material can’t be
selected.

Figure B.1. Melting temperature of materials [9].
Polymers, Tin, Lead, zinc magnesium, aluminium, and silver are out because
there melting temperature are too low.
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2.2 Resistance to corrosion
Aerated water and salted water which are the main vectors of corrosion will
be treated. As it can be seen, the best materials are: ceramics, composites and
polymers. But the problem with polymers is that they have been put apart
because of the melting temperature criterion. Lead steels, Ti and Ni are also
very good in front of corrosion. Then come Cu and Al alloys and cast iron
which are good. Carbon steels are the worst. See figure B.2 for resistance to
corrosion.
The ability to identify the type of corrosion of concern is a particular
importance to selection of the kind of corrosion protection that could be
employed. The types usually experienced can be identified by the appearance
of the metal surface.

2.2.1 Uniform Corrosion
As the term uniform corrosion suggests, this type of corrosion appears
visually the same over the entire surface. This is formed of many small
galvanic cells that appear on the surface. The thing is that it shifts its position
from time to time so as it spreads and settle the entire surface of the metallic
object. The uniform corrosion can be controlled thanks to several processes
such as by protective coatings, inhibitors, reduction in moisture where
possible, cathodic protection, or by alloy selection. For instance small
additions of copper, nickel, and phosphorus are very efficient in retarding
atmospheric corrosion in steels. Wet environments, including seawater, will
usually cause uniform corrosion on steel parts (except for the stainless steels
and aluminium, where pitting is more likely to be found). Uniform can caused
by other factors like in the chemical industry where dissolutions by acids,
bases, and chelants frequently produce uniform corrosion and require alloys
designed specifically for this environment. [10]

2.2.2 Pitting Corrosion
The pitting corrosion is in fact a local corrosion. It’s named pitting corrosion
because its compose of many small pits in the material, it’s a localised
corrosion. The corrosion is called pitting when the diameter of the hole is less
than its depth. At certain depths the pits may branch out into several
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directions. Unlike uniform corrosion, the pits don’t shift their place but at a
certain depth, pits often branch so that corrosion goes in every direction inside
the material. Pitting corrosion is quite long to appear but with time it gets
bigger faster and faster. This phenomenon is accentuated by the difference of
oxygen concentration between the surface and the floor of the pit. [10]

2.2.3 Crevice Corrosion
Crevice corrosion is a local corrosion that appears when two different
materials are in contact. This is located most of the time in small and narrow
gaps. These two materials can be metallic or it can be a metal and a non
metallic material like a gasket for example. But it can also be also dirt like
mud or grease. That is why this kind of corrosion has been called deposited or
gasket corrosion. In the former situation cracks and seams may be the point of
corrosion initiation even between two regions of the same metal. The actual
mechanism varies from material and with the environment, but what is
common in all crevice corrosion is the presence of a crevice where stagnant
fluids collets. Moreover, it is always a localized form of attack. [10]
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Figure B.2. Corrosion resistance of some materials [9].

2.3 Cost
Cost is a quite important criterion because one of the objectives of the
company is to reduce cost. Some metal alloys are hundred times more
expensive than others, that is why extra care of this criterion should be taken.
It can be observed that the cheapest materials are metals even if some metals
are more expensive than polymers, ceramics or composites. See table B.2 for
cost.
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Table B.2. Cost in $ per kg materials [9].
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2.4 Thermal conduction – thermal expansion
The best material should have a low thermal conductivity and a low thermal
expansion in the same time. If the manifold doesn’t get warm fast, most of the
heat will warm the catalyst that will be more efficient faster as a consequence.
Engineering composites look good and some ceramics too. Even if they have
a low expansion, engineering alloys have a big conductivity which is not so
good. But a look at the engineering alloys, it can be assumed that Ti alloys are
the best while, Zn, Cu, Ni alloys look bad. See figure B.3 for expansion and
conductivity.

Figure B.3. Expansion-conductivity [9].
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2.5 strength density criterion
It can be seen, in the figure B.4, that the best materials are the ceramics with
the point of view of Strength density. But engineering alloys are quite good
also.

Figure B.4. Strength-density [9].
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3 Materials that seem to be suitable
From the previous part, it can be assumed that materials that are about to be
good for the application are engineering alloys and ceramics. Both have
advantages and drawbacks that will be listed.

3.1 Ceramics
Ceramics are combination of metallic and non metallic components that form
hard, brittle, high- melting-point materials. One of the big characteristic of the
ceramic is that they are very good electrical and thermal insulators with a very
good chemical stability (resistance to corrosion) and good strength in
compression.
Ceramics contains flaws. Because of the brittle of ceramics it cannot
plastically deform, these flaws limit the ability of the material to withstand a
tense load. Because the nature of the flaws varies from part to part, design of
ceramic parts for critical applications is more important in determining the
sensitivity of the material to flaws; fracture toughness provides another
measure of the safety of ceramic materials.
Three basic microstructures are found in ceramics: crystalline, glassy, and
crystalline-glassy mixture. [11]

3.1.1 Crystalline ceramics
Crystalline ceramics have good high temperature properties; plastic
deformation under load occurs only at high temperatures due to gain boundary
sliding. Some crystalline ceramics can be toughened by a number of
mechanisms, including fibres reinforcement, embedding ceramic particles in a
metallic matrix, transformation toughening, appropriate manufacturing and
fabrication methods, and careful control of purity and grain size. [11]

3.1.2 Glassy ceramics
Glassy ceramics have poor high temperature properties. Plastic deformation
occurs by vicious flow of the glass, often permitting high creep rates. [11]
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3.1.3 Ceramics containing a mixture of crystalline and glassy phases
These mixtures are quite common. Glassy phase are promoted during firing or
sintering to improve bonding between crystalline particles; in glass ceramics,
crystalline phases are allowed to precipitate in a glassy matrix to improve
strength. In both case, vicious flows may occur at high temperatures and limit
creep resistance.
The characteristics of the ceramics are highly dependant on the way they are
manufactured. In fact it needs very pure raw materials and a good control of
the microstructure including grain boundary phases and porosity. As a
consequence the cost of the manufacturing is very high because of the
complexity of the process. Sophisticated productions of powders and
processing of the powder into monolithic parts are required, particularly for
advanced structural ceramics. [11]

3.2 Ferrous alloys
The properties of steels, determined by dispersion strengthening, depend on
the amount, size, shape, and distribution of cementite. These factors are
controlled by alloying and heat treatment. [11]

3.2.1 Stainless steels
Stainless steel is a material that contain about 12 % on chromium that set up a
thin protective layer against corrosion that make stain less steel very resistant
to corrosion due to oxygen chemical reaction (oxidation). There are several
categories of stainless steels based on crystal structure and strengthening
mechanisms. [11]

3.2.2 Ferritic stainless steels
Ferritic stainless steels contain up to 30% Cr and less than 0,12% C. Because
of the BCC structure, the ferritic stainless steels have good strength and
moderate ductility derived from solid solution strengthening and strain
hardening. Ferritic stainless steels have excellent corrosion resistance and
moderate formability and are relatively inexpensive. [11]
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3.2.3 Martensitic stainless steels
Martensitic stainless steels are composed of 17% Cr and 0,5% C. Lower
chromium contents also permit the carbon content to vary about 0,1% to 1%,
allowing martensitic stainless steels of different hardness to be produced. The
combination of hardness, strength, and corrosion resistance makes the alloys
attractive for applications such as high quality knives, ball beatings, and
valves. [11]

3.2.4 Austenitic stainless steels
Austenitic stainless steels have an excellent ductility, formability, and
corrosion resistance. Strength is obtained by extensive solid solution
strengthening, and the austenitic stainless steels may be cold worked to higher
strengths than the ferritic stainless steels.
Furthermore, the austenitic stainless steels are not ferromagnetic.
Unfortunately, the high nickel and chromium contents make the alloys
expensive. [11]

3.2.5 Precipitation-hardening (PH) stainless steels
this kind of steel have very good mechanical properties since they have a very
high strength levels, in excess of 1380 MPa with good ductility (50 to 70%
R.A). This particularity is due to the precip itation of intermetallic compounds
via the same mechanism as that found in aluminium alloys. The compounds
usually are formed from Fe or Ni with Ti, Al, Mo, and Cu. Typical
compounds are Ni3 Al, Ni3 Ti, and Ni3Mo. Chromium contents are in the range
13 to 17%. These steels have been around for several decades but are now
being recognized as a real alternative to the other stainless steels. They have
the good characteristics of the austenitic steels plus strengths approaching the
martensitic steels. One of the early problems cantered around forging the
difficulties, but these problems have been overcome to some extent. They are
of two types, martensitic and semiaustenitic, the latter being able to be
converted to martensitic by special heat treatments. These steels are finding a
myriad of uses in small forged parts and even in larger support members in
aircraft designs. [11]
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3.2.6 Duplex stainless steels
The duplex stainless steel are made4 of both austenite and ferrite phases. It
can be heat treated so as it gets strength of 828MPa with 35% of elongation.
Moreover it is very good to resist to the corrosion from salt water which make
it very good in marine application. Chromium contents are about 25%. They
have names such as Ferrallium 255, U50, and 7-Mo plus. They contain about
50% austenite and 50% ferrite. Their relative solubility is very high for
molybdenum. They have also a good resistance to chloride corrosion thanks
to it content of 2% Mo. [11]

3.3 Non ferrous alloys
3.3.1 Aluminium, magnesium alloys
These alloys have a too low melting temperature

3.3.2 Beryllium
Beryllium is lighter than aluminium, with a density of 1,848 Mgm-3 , yet it is
stiffer than steel, with a modulus of elasticity of 290 GNm-2 . Beryllium alloys,
which have yield strength of 200 to 350 MN m-2 , have high specific strengths
and maintain both strength and stiffness to high temperatures. Instrument
grade beryllium is used in inertial guidance systems where the elastic
deformation must be minimal; structural grades are used in Aerospatiale
applications; and nuclear applications take advantage to the transparency of
beryllium to electromagnetic radiation.
Unfortunately, Beryllium is expensive, brittle, reactive, and toxic. Its
production is quite complicated. Exposed to the atmosphere, at elevated
temperature, it rapidly oxidizes to form BeO. Finally, BeO is carcinogenic
material for some people.
This is the information about beryllium that was found in the book but it is not
an interest material to us because it is very expensive, usually it is not applied
for the industry of automotion and is dangerous to manipulate. This material
is used for complex applications but and that they require of complicated
studies but that the gas escapes. [11]
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3.3.3 Copper Alloys
Copper alloys are typically produced by high temperature process. Copperbased alloys are heavier than iron. Although the yield strength of some alloys
is high, their specific strength is typically less than that of aluminium or
magnesium alloys. The alloys have better resistance to fatigue, creep, and
wear than the lightweight aluminium and magnesium alloys. Many of the
alloys have excellent ductility, corrosion resistance, and electrical and thermal
conductivity, and most can easily be joined or fabricated into useful shapes.
Applications for copper-base alloys include electrical components (such as
wire), pumps, valves, and plumbing parts, where these properties are used to
advantage.
This material is not good for the manifold because it is in the limit on the
temperatures than needed and also isn’t very good in thermal conduction
because is too big. [11]

3.3.4 Nickel and Cobalt alloys
Nickel and cobalt alloys are used for corrosion protection and for hightemperature resistance, taking advantage of their high melting points and high
strength. Nickel has a good formability.
Nickel and its alloys, monels, have excellent corrosion resistance and forming
characteristics. When copper is added to nickel, the maximum strength is
obtained near 60% Ni. A number of alloys, called monels, with approximately
this composition are used for their strength and corrosion resistance in salt
water and elevated temperature. Some of the monel contains small amount of
aluminium and titanium. [11]
Super alloys are nickel, iron- nickel, and cobalt alloys that contains large
amount of alloying element intended to produce a combination of high
strength at elevated temperatures, resistance to creep at temperature up to
1000 o C and resistance to corrosion. [11]
This material is similar to stainless steel by its characteristic s, for example it
is used in alloy steels to protect against corrosion. Co is a material that is used
in prosthesis for the human body and not has as much application in indus trial
of the cars.
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3.3.5 Titanium
Titanium provides excellent corrosion resistanc e, high specific strength, and
good high temperature properties. Strengths up to 1400 MN m-2 , coupled with
a density of 4,505 Mgm-3 , provide the excellent specific mechanical
properties. [11]
It is a material with very good characteristics, but it is too expensive and their
properties are too good for the use in a collector.

3.3.6 Refractory metals
Refractory metals, which include tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, and
niobium, have exceptionally high melting temperatures (above 1925 o C) but
they have a really bad corrosion resistance at high temperature. [11]

4. Conclusion
Conclusions from the last part can tell that the ceramics won’t be good
because of the process used in the manufacturing of the manifold. Ceramics
are too brittle at low temperatures and are not suitable for cold forming the
pipes. They are quite expensive materials.
About non ferrous alloys: aluminium and magnesium alloys won’t fit the
criterions because of their low melting temperature. Beryllium is toxic and it
oxides very quickly such as refractory metals.
So, it can be considered that the most suitable materials are those that are in
the table B.4 below.
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Table B.4. E: excellent, G: good, M: medium, B: bad.
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various
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decorative parts
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temperatures
environment
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amounts of
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Excellent specific
mechanical
properties

Even if Ti alloys have really good properties the cost of this material is a too
big drawback. So it can be concluded that the best materials are the ferrous
alloys stainless steels because they are the cheapest materials that complete
every criterion.
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5. Information about the materials already used by
Faurecia
Faurecia uses austenitic and ferritic steels which are the materials that seem to
be the best regarding the previous part, see table B.4.
Table B.4. Information about materials in use at Faurecia. [12]

DESIGNATION, APTITUDES AND
APPLICATIONS
Mechanical
resistance
Warm
oxidation

Corrosion

Application
instances
and domain
of use

Compensati
on of
dilatation,
furnace
parts (0 to
950 Celsius
degrees)

OOO

OOOOO
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compensatio
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OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

OOO

OOOO

OO

SUS 441

Sleeving,
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contactors,
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columns

OO

OOO

OOOOO

OOOO

OOOO

SUS 321

OOO

OO

OO

OOOO

OOOO

SUS 304
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JAPAN JIS
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A%
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Appendix C. Austenitic stainless steels
1. Common specifications
AISl (*): 304, 304L, 321, 316, 316L, 316 T1 and 317 L
The common specifications include AISI 304, 304L, 321, 316, 316L, 316Ti, y
317L.

1.1 Basic chemical composition
The basic chemical composition for Austenitic stainless steels is Cr + Ni +
Mo(Molybdenum). The composition in % is 18% Cr and 8% Ni with a little
bit Mo 2% or 3% more or less.
The composition of carbon is low, is one kind of carbon that is call Stabilized
Carbon. Those kinds of alloys have a titanium part, this material give it
hardness to the mixture, in this material have a low percentage only 0.08%
like maximum and 0.03% minimum.
When Nickel (Ni) is added to the stainless steels in sufficient amounts, the
crystalline structure is transformed into austenitic, here, the austenitic steel
term.), if it’s wanted to improve the resistance to corrosion it’s needed to
include Molybdenum (Mo). The carbon content is low 0.08% C max. Also
there are "low coal” or “degrees L” (0,03% C ma x.), and stabilized degrees
steels with Titanium (Ti) or Niobium (Nb), in order to prevent the welded
structures from the corrosion in the region near the weld. [18]

1.2 Basic properties
-

Resistance to corrosion is excellent (improved with molybdenum added).
Weld is excellent (all the processes).
Properties of formed manufacture are excellent.
Factor of hygiene and cleaning is excellent (Purity of the product).
Mechanic resistance and hardness resistance is good. High if cold worked
and good if worked with high temperatures.
- Cryogenic service (304 excellent).
- Resistance to grudges is good (+ - 925°C).
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-

Not magnetic.
Resistance to the humid corrosion by abrasion and rusts.
Formed simple and of easy transformation.
Excellent weld ability.
Hardened by work in cold, not by heat treatment.
Its use is in the condition of annealing, in which they are nonmagnetic.
They have the ability of being functional in extreme temperatures, low
temperatures (cryogenic) preventing the embitterment and discharges
temperatures (until 925°C). [18]

1.3 Common uses and applications
- Domestic equipment s, covers, tables for vegetables, equipment for
production and process of foods and drinks.
- Pharmaceutics and hospital equipments.
- High temperatures.
- Heat exchangers, equipment for the prevention and control of the
contamination.
- Manufacture of tanks, pipes, containers to pressure and meshes.
They are used in low temperatures (cryogenic) for the liquefied gas storage, to
high temperatures for component or heat exchangers of furnaces because it is
easier to get difficult designs with this kind of work, in the manifolds the
companies are using the high temperatures work. In picture C.1 and C.2 there
is different pieces from different companies. Types and made forms: Plate,
roll, lamina, iron strap, pipe calibrated and of certificate with or without seam,
sweep, rod and wire. [18]
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Picture C.1. Pieces from oil industry (left) and cycling industry (right).

Picture C.2. Pieces from automation industry (left) and values pieces (right).

2. Limitations of stainless steel austenitic
2.1 High temperatures
This material can hold about 925 degrees of temperature more or less.

2.2 Reducing acids and reducing acid mixtures
Those kinds of product are good to give properties to this material but it is
necessary to have well-taken care of it is can use in low temperatures and only
low concentrations can so that a rupture of the passive film can take place
corrosion not wished.
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2.3 Covered areas armoured and/or cracks
The covered areas armoured and /or cracks have worked because they are
areas that have deficiency of an oxygenate or one corrosion by cavitatio ns and
covers these areas that are exposed to these dangers. In the collector parts in
which it must give this treatment since this exposed to hard conditions. [18]

3. Resistant stainless steel austenitic to high
temperatures
3.1 Common specification
AISI (*): 309,310.
Common specifications are AISI 309 y 310.
The basic chemical composition Cr + Ni, 24%Cr and 14-22% Ni.
The percentage of carbon is low only 0.2%Carbon, it is called Grates <S> the
material than is has < 0, 08%C.
The resistant stainless steel to high temperatures was developed to operate
satisfactorily at high temperatures under oxidation conditions. The basic
Chromium content is increased to 24% Cr and variant Nickel from 14 to 22%
Ni. [18]

3.2 Basic properties
Resistance to oxidation (grudges), to high temperatures (oxidation
conditions). It has mechanical resistance to high temperatures.
The common uses include applications to temperatures of 950° C to 1100°C,
like in covers of furnaces, tubes for heat radiators and lines of escape, heat
exchangers. As it is said in the part above of this document which type of
work to use in the collectors [18]
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4. Other factors to consider
4.1 Thermal conductivity
Martensitics and ferrites 33% minor steel to the coal and austenitic 25%
minor who steel to the coal.
All the stainless steels have a smaller thermal conductivity to the one of steel
to the coal. The steel to chromium + - 1/3 and austenitic + - 1/4. Thus it must
be considered operations that are related to high temperatures. For instance,
effects during the weld (control of the heat), a greater warm up time is
required to obtain a uniform temperature. [18]

4.2 Coefficient of expansion
The chromium steels have a coefficient of expansion similar to the one of the
coal, but in austenitic stainless steel it is more or less 1,025 greater, is one of
the important reasons but by which we have used east material since we
needed a good coefficient expansion.. The combination of a high coefficient
of expansion and a low thermal conductivity means that it must have
precautions with the collateral effects, like during the weld ing. To have a low
heat entrance it has to dissipate the heat by the mean of a copper bar. This
factor is very important when materials of different types are used. [18]

5. Tables of technical characteristics
These tables talk about the characteristics of austenitic stainless, it can be seen
different properties, thermal treatments and more characteristics about the
materials.
In the table C.1 the more usual austenitic stainless are listed, 304 austenitic
stainless has been chosen. This kind of steels is one of stainless steel in
general use. It has an excellent combination of hardness and resistance to the
corrosion and it could be made well. In order to reduce the precipitation of
carbide when welding it uses 1.4307 for its under carbon content.
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Table C.1. Table of technical characteristics for 301, 303 and 304. [19]
DESIGNATION TYPE ASTM (AISI)
301
CHEMICS
C% 0.15 Max.
COMPOSITION

303

304

C% 0.15 Max. C% 0.08 Max.
Mn% 2.00
Mn% 2.00
Mn% 2.00 Max.
Max.
Max.
Si% 1.00
Si% 1.00 Max. Si% 1.00 Max.
Max.
Cr% 16.00Cr% 17.00Cr% 18.0018,00
19.00
20.00
Ni% 8.00Ni% 8.00Ni% 6.00 – 8.00
10.00
10.50
S% 0.15 Min.

PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES

WEIGHT I
SPECIFY (g/cm)
CONDUCTIBITY
TO 100º C
TERMIC (W/M ºK)
TO 150º C
COEFFICIENT
EXPANSION
0+100ºC
MIDDLE TERMIC
(x 10 º C ) 0+300ºC
0+ 500ºC
0+ 700ºC
FUSION
INTERVAL ( ºC)

THERMAL
PERMEABILITY
ELECTRICAL IN
ANNEALED
PROPERTIES SOLUBLE STATE
ELECTRIC
RESISTENCE (,m)

8

8

8

16

16

16

21

21

21

16.92

17.3

17.30

17.10
18.18
18.72

17.8
18.4
18.7

17.80
18.40
18.80

1398 - 1420

1398 - 1420

1398 - 1454

AMAGNETIC

AMAGNETIC

AMAGNETI
C

1.02

1.008

1.008

0.72

0.72

0.72
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TO 20ºC

HARDNESS MECHANICAL ANNEALED HB
BRINELL DEFORM.IN
PROPERTIES COLDHB
TO 20 º C
HARDNESSANNEALED HRC
ROCKWELL –
DEFORM IN COLD
HRC
RESISTANCE
ANNEALED
TRACCION WITH
DEFORM.IN COLD
ELASTICITY
WITH DEFORM.
COLD (0,2) (N/mm)
ANNEALED Rp (1)
(N/mm) (minim)
EXTENSION
50 mm. IN ( % )

MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES
IN HOT

135-185

130-180

130-150

210-330

180-330

180-330

75-92

70-90

70-88

25-41

-

10-35

590 - 750

530 - 700

500 - 700

870 - 1200

-

700 - 1180

215 - 340

205 -340

195 - 340

500 - 900

350 - 900

340 - 900

225

255

235

65 - 55
25 -´8

60 - 50

65 - 50
50 - 10

ELASTICITY TO
300º C
Rp (0,2) (N/mm )
TO400º C
TO 500º C

125
97
93

TO 300º C
Rp ( 1) (N/mm
)TO400ºC
TO 500 ºC

147
127
107

120

TERMIC
TEARMENTS

OTHERS

COMPLETLI
ANNEALED ( 0º C) QUICK COLD
INDUSTRIAL
1008 - 1120
ANNEALED ( 0ºC )

QUICK COLD

QUICK
COLD

1008 - 1120

1008 - 1120

DON’T TAKE
IT WEATHER

DON’T TAKE
IT WEATHER

DON’T
TAKE IT
WEATHER

WELD

VERY GOOD

NON
ADVISABLE

VERY GOOD

STAMP

GOOD

REGULAR

VERY GOOD

WEATHER

PROPERTIES

The steels type 321 and 347 are denominated Stabilized Stainless steels.
Stainless steels are stabilized with titanium to prevent from the formation of
granulates of chromium carbide. Stainless 1.4301 presents a characteristic of
hardness superior to those of the steels, which turns it but which is good for
pieces that cannot overheat. See table C.2 for 304L, 321 and 316.
Table C.2. Table of technical characteristic for 304L, 321 and 316. [19]
DESIGNATION TYPE ASTM (AISI)
CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION

PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES

WEIGHT I SPECIFY
(g/cm)
THERMIC
CONDUCTIBILITY

304 L
321
316
C% 0,030
Max.
C% 0,08 Max.
C%0,08 Max.
Mn% 2,00
Mn% 2,00
Mn% 2,00 Max.
Max.
Max.
Si% 1,00 Max. Si% 1,00 Max. Si% 1,00 Max.
Cr% 18,00Cr% 16,00Cr% 17,00-19,00
20,00
18,00
Ni% 8,00Ni% 10,0012,00
Ni% 9,00-12,00
14,00
Mo% 2,0 Ti%>5xC%<0,07
2,50

8
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8

8

(W/M ºK) TO 100º C
TO 150º C

16
21

16
21,5

16
21

16,74

16,02

17,10
18,54
19,26

16,20
17,46
18,54

1398 - 1427

1371 - 1398

AMAGNETIC

AMAGNETIC

1.008

1.008

0,72

0,72

0,74

125-145

130-185

130-185

70-85

70-88

70-85

-

-

-

500 - 680

520 - 700

540 - 690

-

-

-

COEFFICIENT OF
EXPANSION
0+100ºC
17,30
MIDDLE TERMIC (x 17,80 electrical
10 º C ) 0+300ºC a 20 grades
0+ 500ºC
18,40
0+ 700ºC
18,80
FUSION INTERVAL
( ºC) 1398 - 1454

ELECTRICAL
PROPERTIES

THERMAL
PERMEABILITY IN AMAGNETIC
ANNEALED
SOLUBLE STATE
1.008
ELECTRICAL
RESISTANCE (,m)
TO 20

HARDNESS MECHANICAL ANNEALED HB
BRINELL DEFORM.IN COLD
PROPERTIES HB
AT 20 º C
HARDNESSANNEALED HRC
ROCKWELL –
DEFORM.IN COLD
HRC
RESISTANCE
ANNEALED
TRACCION WITH
DEFORM.IN COLD
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ELASTICITY
WITH DEFORM.
COLD RP (0,2)
(N/mm)
ANNEALED Rp (1)
(N/mm) (minimum)
EXTENTION
50 mm. IN ( % )

MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES
IN HOT

ELASTICITY TO
300º C
Rp (0,2) (N/mm ) TO
400º C
TO 500º C
TO 300º C
Rp ( 1) (N/mm ) TO
400º C
TO 500º C

175 - 300

205 - 340

205 - 410

215

245

245

65 - 50

60 - 40

60 - 40

115

150

140

98
88

135
120

125
105

137

186

166

117
108

161
152

147
127

ENFR.
RAPIDO

ENFR. RAPIDO

ENFR.
RAPIDO

1008 - 1120

953 - 1120

1008 - 1120

TEARMENTS

COMPLETLI
ANNEALED ( 0º C)
INDUSTRIAL
ANNEALED ( º )

OTHER

WEATHER

DON’T TAKE
IT WEATHER

DON’T TAKE
IT WEATHER

DON’T TAKE
IT WEATHER

WELD

VERY GOOD

GOOD

VERY GOOD

STAMP

GOOD

VERY GOOD

GOOD

TERMICS

PROPERTIES

They are made call steel of degree L (0,03% C maxi.) and degrees stabilized
beaten wings with Titanium (Ti) or Niobium (Nb), to prevent in the welded
structures the corrosion in the region near the weld. Better resistance to the
corrosion in comparison with alloys of series 300 when it is used in rigorous
corrosive surroundings (water of sea, chemicals substances). In order to
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reduce the precipitation of carbide when welding it uses 1.4404 by its under
carbon content. See table C.3 for 316 L, 316 Ti and 310.
Table C.3. Table of technical characteristics for 316L, 316Ti and 310. [19]
DESIGNATIO
TYPE ASTM (AISI)
N

316 L

316 Ti

CHEMICS COMPOSITION C% 0.03 Max. C% 0.08 Max.
Mn% 2.00
Mn% 2.00
Max.
Max.
Si% 1.00 Max. Si% 1.00 Max.
Cr% 16.00 –
Cr% 16.0018.00
18.00
Ni% 10.00 –
Ni% 10.0014.00
14.00
Mo% 2.00Mo% 2.002.00
2.50
Ti>5xC%<0.8
0
PHYSICAL
WEIGHT I SPECIFY (g/cm)
PROPERTIES
CONDUCTIBITY TO 100º
C
TERMIC (W/M ºK) TO 150º
C
COEFFICIENT
EXPANSION 0+100ºC
MIDDLE TERMIC (x 10 º C
) 0+300ºC
0+ 500ºC
0+ 700ºC

8

8

8

16

16

12,5

21

21

17,5

16.02

16.50

15.9

16.20
17.46
18.54

18.00
19.00

16.2
16.9
17.5

1370

1398 - 1454

FUSION INTERVA L ( ºC) 1371 - 1398

ELECTRICA THERMAL
L
PERMEABILITY IN
ANNEALED SOLUBLE
PROPERTIES STATE

AMAGNETIC AMAGNETIC
1.008
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310
C% 0.25
Max.
Mn% 2.00
Max.
Si% 1.50
Max.
Cr% 24.0026.00
Ni% 19.0022.00

1,02

AMAGNETI
C
1.008

ELECTRIC RESISTANCE
(,m) TO 20

0,74

0,75

0,79

120-170

130-190

145-210

70-85

70-85

70-85

-

-

-

520 - 670

540 - 690

540 - 690

-

-

-

195 - 370

215 - 380

215 - 370

235

255

265

60 - 40

60 - 40

55 - 40

MECHANICA
L
ELASTICITY TO 300º C
PROPERTIES Rp (0,2) (N/mm ) TO 400º C
IN HOT
TO 500º C

138
115
95

145
135
125

156
147
137

TO 300º C
Rp ( 1) (N/mm ) TO 400º C
TO 500º C

161
137
117

176
166
156

MECHANICA HARDNESS - ANNEALED
L
HB
BRINELL - DEFORM.IN
PROPERTIES COLD HB
AT 20 º C
HARDNESS- ANNEALED
HRC
ROCKWELL –
DEFORM.IN COLD HRC
RESISTANCE ANNEALED
TRACCION WITH
DEFORM.IN COLD
ELASTICITY
WITH DEFORM. COLD RP
(0,2) (N/mm)
ANNEALED Rp (1) (N/mm)
(minimum)
EXTENTION
50 mm. IN ( % )

COMPLETLI ANNEALED ( FASTER
TERMIC
0º C)
COLD
TREATMENT INDUSTRIAL
1008 - 1120

125

FASTER
COLD
1020 - 1070

FASTER
COLD
1036 - 1149

S

ANNEALED ( º )

OTHER

WEATHER

PROPERTIES
WELDING

DON’T TAKE DON’T TAKE DON’TTAKE
IT
IT
IT
WEATHER

WEATHER

WEATHER

VERY GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

STAMP

6. Development of the austenitic stainless
This chapter will show with a table and a figure how development for
austenitic stainless, from basic to different alloys. See table C.4 and figure C.1
for development.
Table C.4. Description of different alloys.
TYPE
302
302B
303
304
304L
304N
304LN
308

309/309S
310/310S

DESCRIPTION
Basic alloy with 18% Cr and 8% Ni.
Silicon is added to improve the resistance to
formation of grudges to high temperature.
Adding S (0.15 min.) in the grate 302 to improve the
formability.
Less %C (0.08) that 302 to improve de corrosion
resistance.
Less than 0.03 C (to reduce risks of corrosion).
Aggregate of N to increase the mechanics resistance.
Aggregate of N to 304l to increase the mechanics
resistance.
Aggregate of Cr and Ni (20-10) to improve the
corrosion resistance and formation of grudges it is
used as it contributes in weld.
More Cr and Ni to improve more the corrosion
resistance in highs temperatures.
More Cr and Ni to improve more the corrosion
resistance in highs temperatures.
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316
316N
316F
316L
316LN
317
317L
347
348
321
303
202
205
201
314
303
303S
330

Aggregate of 2-3% Mo improves the resistance to the
Pitting and the traction to high temperature.
Aggregate of 0.15% N to improve the mechanics
resistance.
Aggregate S and P to improve de formability.
Less %C to improve the grudge corrosion resistance
in weld.
Aggregate to 0.15% N to improve the mechanic
resistance.
More Cr and Ni (19-14 + 3,5%Mo) to improve the
weld resistance.
Less C to improve resistance to corrosion inter
granular especially in weld.
Steel stabilized with Nb and Ta to form carbides of
Nb and Ta instead of Cr>
Steel stabilized with Ta and Co limited for nuclear
applied.
Steel stabilized with to former Ti carbides and not Cr
carbides.
Aggregate S (0.15 min.) in 302 to improve the
formability.
It is replaced partially Ni by N and Mn 8%Mn and
0,25N
It is replaced partially Ni by N and Mn 15%Mn and
0,35N
It is replaced partially Ni by N and Mn 6%Mn and
0,25N
It is increased If to increase the resistance to
formation of grudges to high temperature.
S is added to increase formability
It is added to be increased formability and to improve
superficial completion but Nor to increase to
resistance to the thermal shock and carburization.
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Figure C.1. Development map from basic to different alloys.
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Appendix D. Calculations
Inputs for the screw [13][14]:
M10

s = 0,0015m
0,009026
= 0,004513m
2
α s = 30 o
rm =

µ = 0,1
R = 0,0072m

Input calculation, to calculate the rise angle, λ , profile angle, a n :
tan λ =

s
⇒ λ = 3,028
2π ⋅ rm

tan α n = cos λ tan α s ⇒ α n = arctan (cos λ tan α s ) = 29,965
Axial force calculation with known tightening torque [14]:
M tot = Fax

cos α n tan λ + µ
rm + Fax µ R
cos α n − µ tan λ

With : M tot = 25 Nm
cos 29,965 tan 3,028 + 0,1
⋅ 0,004513 + Fax ⋅ 0,1⋅ 0,0072
cos 29,965 − 0,1 tan 3,028
25 = Fax 0,0014843 ⇒
25 = Fax

Fax = 16842,57 N ≈ 16,8kN
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With : M tot = 15 Nm
cos 29,965 tan 3,028 + 0,1
⋅ 0,004513 + Fax ⋅ 0,1 ⋅ 0,0072
cos 29,965 − 0,1 tan 3,028
15 = Fax 0,0014843 ⇒
15 = Fax

Fax = 10105,54 N ≈ 10,1kN

Pressure calculation:
The equation for pressure (p) is:
F ⋅6
p i = ax
Ai
Pressure on the area of the whole Ford I4 flange is:
Aw = 0,020316m 2
10100 ⋅ 6
With : Fax = 10100 N ⇒ p w =
= 2,98MPa
0,020316
16800 ⋅ 6
Fax = 16800 N ⇒ pw =
= 4,96 MPa
0,020316

Pressure on the solution with the four pipe ends as contact area is:

(

)

Ape = 4 ⋅ π ⋅ 0,02455 2 − π ⋅ 0,02155 2 = 0,0017379m 2
With : Fax = 10100 N ⇒ p pe =

10100 ⋅ 6
= 34,9MPa
0,0017379

If the pressure on the solution with the four pipe ends as contact area shall be
equal to the pressure on the whole flange, the tightening moment will be:
p ⋅ 0,0017379
p w = 4,96 MPa ⇒ Fax = w
= 1437 N
6
cos 29,965 tan 3,028 + 0,1
Fax = 1437 ⇒ M tot = Fax
⋅ 0,004513 +
cos 29,965 − 0,1 tan 3,028
+ Fax ⋅ 0,1 ⋅ 0,0072 = 2,13Nm
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Appendix E. End shaping pipes
1. Manufacturing process for end forming of pipes
So as to form the end of the pipe, a study of different ways to bend metal
pipes will be performed. A process that can bend a pipe which walls are 1,2 to
1,8 mm thick is needed. The material may be ferritic steel or austenitic
stainless steel. A cold working process is wanted. Figure D.1 below represents
roughly what is wanted.

Figure D.1. The pipe is crunched against the die.

1.1 Forming operations
Forming operations are performed using dies and is used to bend or form the
material into a specific shape. Forming operations are those that shape the part
by forcing it into a specific configuration, and that includes bending, forming,
extruding, drawing, rolling, spinning, coining and forging, see figure D.2.
Bending and forming are the most common. In forming, procedures are used
to both bend and shape the part into a specific shape. Forming produces both
two and three dimensional shapes. [16]
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Figure D.2. Schematic drawings of deformation processing techniques. (a)
rolling, (b) forging, (c) drawing, (d) extrusion, (e) deep drawing, (f) stretch
forming, and (g) bending. [11]
Manufacturing processes by which parts or components are fabricated from
metal stock. In the specific technical sense, metal forming involves changing
the shape of a piece of metal. In general terms, however, it may be classified
roughly into five categories: mechanical working, such as forging, extrusion,
rolling, drawing, and various sheet forming processes; casting; powder and
fiber metal forming; electroforming; and joining processes, requires a
knowledge of all possible methods of producing the part if a serviceable
parties to be produced at the lowest overall cost. [15]

2. Aspects of cold working about the material
2.1 Metallurgical structure
Cold working processes such as cold rolling produce directional properties in
the metal because of the tendency of the grain to align in certain direction. In
addition the grains become distorted, and the metal becomes harder and
stronger but less ductile. Cold working operations, or any process causing
uniform deformations, generally leave residual stresses in the part. Residual
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stresses left in a part algebraically add to stresses induced by service loading,
in some instance this residual stresses are major importance. [15]

2.2 Size
Metal forming processes may be limited as to the size of the part they can
produce. [15]

2.3Shape
The complexity of a part often dedicates the process used in its manufacture.
For example coating can manage complex shapes but in the case we are
studying, the shape is not that complex. [15]

2.4 Tolerance and finish
In cold working, the range of surface roughness is between 10 and 250 µ inch.
[15]

3 Bending
Bending is the plastic deformation of metal about a linear axis with little or no
change in the surface area. When multiple bends are made with a single die,
the process can be called forming.
Bending causes the metal on the outside to be stretched while the inside is
compressed. The location that is neither stretched nor compressed is called the
neutral axis of the bend. [17]

4 Design for bending
Several factors must be considered when designing parts that are to be shaped
by bending. One of the primary concerns is to determinate the smallest radius
that can be formed without metal cracking. This is directly dependant on the
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ductility of the metal and can be related to the percent reduction in area
observed in a standard tensile test, see figure D.3. [17]

Figure D.3. Relationship between the minimum bend radius, relative to
thickness, the ductility of the metal being bent, as measured by the reduction
in area in an uniaxial tensile test. [17]
As can be noted, it requires an extremely ductile material to produce a bend
with a radius less than the thickness of the metal.
Another design concern is determining the dimensions of a flat blank that will
produce a bent part of the desired precision. The fact that the neutral axis is
not at the centerline of the metal causes metal to thin or to lengthen during
bending. The amount of lengthening is a function of both the stock thickness
and the bend radius, see figure D.4. [15]
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Figure D.4. One method of determining the blank size for several bending
operations. Due to thinning, the product will lengthen during forming. [15]
It may also be important to determine the minimum length of a leg that can be
successfully bent. In most cases, the minimal length should be at least 1,5
times the thickness of the metal plus the bend radius.
Whenever possible, the tolerance on bent parts should not be less than 1/32
inch serve bends, 90° or greater, should not be specified without first
determination whether the material and bending method will permit them.
[15]
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Appendix F. Drawing of end shaped pipe
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Appendix G. Drawing of whole flange
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Appendix H. Drawings of divided flange
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Appendix I. Drawings of sheet metal flange
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Appendix J. Compile drawing, solution 1
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Appendix K. Compile drawing, solution 2
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Appendix L. Compile drawing, solution 3
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